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A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
g

B . H O R N IN G , M.

P

W . SC H EU BEN ’S

Practising Physician,

SHAVING PARLOR,

OOLI.EGEVII.I.E, Pa.
Telephone In office.
Office Honrs nntll 9 a. m.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO
always on hand.

Y . W E B E R , M.

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office Honrs : Until »
a. m.; 7 to 9 P- m. Keystone ’Phone No. IT.

J

H . HAM ER, M. D .,

H om eopathic Physician.
CO LLEG E YILLE, P A.

Office Hours: Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.

jg

A.

t3T~ S econ d D oor A b ove R a ilr o a d .

D .,

4 0 9 Cherry Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
House, 8 to 9
T el epho n e s , Bell 301-x
2 to 8
Keystone 169
T to 8
Sundays, 1 to 2 only.

J J E N R Y BO W ER,

Veterinary Surgeon,
COLLEGEVtLDE, PA.
Bell 'Phone 23 x.

JT^ONALD A. ROYER,

Civil Engineer. :

:"

Surveyor.

Room 3, Shoemaker Building, Swede and Airy
Streets,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Bell ’Phone.
DRAFTING.
ENGINEERI SOt.
DESIGNING.
S U RVEYING

Q H A R L E S M. BARMDT,

ARCHITECT,

ARVEY L . »HOMO,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Attor n e y -a t- L aw ,
821 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.

Plans and specifications carefully prepared.
Patronage solicited.
2-7.

J J

» . G. FIMKBIMKR,

Both 'Phones.

J J E R B E R T U. MOORE,

Real E state and Insurance,
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING-,
306 Swede St., Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
6-16.

j^JA Y N E R . LONGSTRETH,

A tto rn ey-at- L aw ,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Grozer Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

J O S E P H S. KRATZ,

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

!.. EVANS,
o .

A ttorn ey-at- L aw ,

823 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PAAt residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 2T.

T

HOMAN HALLMAN,

A tto rn ey-at- Law,

823 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Will he at his branch office In Odd Fellows’
Bnllding, C o l l e g e v i l l b , P a., every evening
teem 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6.
1-26.

BRANDRETH,

. FRANK
D B(Successor
to Dr. Chas, Byckman,)

DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

CORNISH ,
D R 8 . D .DENTIST,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Guaranteed; Gat
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone 'Phone No. 81. Bell 'Phone, 27Y.

T

“ in v is ib l e ”
BIFOCAL LENS.

he kryptok

Nothing has stirred the optical world like the
advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They
are made without cemept. They are perfect.
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.

A. B . P A R K E R , O p ticia n ,
aio Dekalb s t r e e t ,
n o r r is t o w n .
■g

S. PO LEY,

Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction,
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
6-28

jjj-

N. B A M D T ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
CONTRACTOR FO R A L L K IN D S O P

Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar
anteed. K P SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
JOBBING.
8-6-

F, S .

KOONS,
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA..

Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished, work eonlloct
tracted at lowest prices.

E

,
P a in te r an d

d w a r d d a v id

P aper-H anger,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Samples of paper
always on hand.

PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.

J O H N J . R A D C LIFF,

Painter and Paper H anger

concerned, lies the historic village oi
Corstorphlne.
A traveler arrives from Edinburgh.
He knocks at the door of the village
inn. He is wearied by his long walk.
He is in sore straits.
The door is opened timidly, cautious
ly, and a voice is heard, “Who is it?”
“A traveler,” is the weary answer.
“Whaur do ye come from ?’
“I come from Edinburgh,” is the an
swer.
“Then ye canna come in. It’s against
the law.”
The door is banged ruthlessly.
The traveler thinks awhile. Your
Scotsman, thinks slowly, but very
surely.
After deliberation he knocks again.
The formula is gone through.
“W haur do ye come”—
“Frae Leith,” answers the traveler
quickly.
“Then ye may come In. Why did ye
nae tell the truth at first?”
Dixie’s Land.
The phrase “Dixie” or “Dixie’s
Land” is supposed to be derived from
one Dixy, a kind hearted slave owner
on Manhattan Island in the latter part
of the eighteenth century. His treat
ment of his negroes caused them to
regard his plantation (“Dixy’s”) as lit
tle short of an earthly paradise, and
when any of the slaves were taken
away from their old home they were
always pining for “Dixy’s” and singing
and talking of its Joys. When slavery
moved southward, the same ideal of
“Dixy’s” was taken along, and In the
course of time, its origin being forgot
ten, it was applied to the southern
homes of the negroes.—New York
American.

Lighting Up.
“Ever notice,” asked a salesman for
a grocery house that makes a business
of supplying the big New York hotels,
“that if you stroll uptown and look at
any of the big hotels you will see them
THE COCOA TREE.
all pretty well lighted np? Plenty of
This Evergreen Is Found Everywhere rooms occupied apparently. Well,
th at’s sometimes a bluff. The help has
In the Tropics.
The cocoa tree Is an evergreen and orders to light up a number of the
grows to a height of from fifteen to front rooms every evening just so that
twenty-five feet, its leaves being, the hotel won’t look like a graveyard.”
bright and smooth, somewhat resem —New York Sun.
bling the foliage of a rubber plant. It
is very low branching, and the blos
Hottentot Women.
soms are small and pink. The blos
Among the Hottentots women hold a
soms and pods not only spring from better position than they do anywhere
the branches, but often from the trunk else in Africa. “The married woman,”
Itself. The fruit is a yellowish pod says one traveler, “reigns supreme mis
about the size of a cucumber and Is tress. Her husband cannot without her
filled with seeds, aU strung together in permission take a bit of meat or a drop
a pulpy, pinkish mass. It Is from these of milk.” Generally “they rank much
seeds or beans, each about the size of above the average of the negro races.”
a chestnut, that the chocolate and co —London Spectator.
coa of commerce are manufactured.
The trees bear from the fourth to the
HE DIDN’T GO HUNGRY.
thirtieth year, and it is not unusual to
see on the same tree buds, flowers and Neither Did His Partner After Their
fru it
Scheme Succeeded.
When ripe the pods are gathered by
The man who once was down and
the native women and are allowed to o u t but is so no longer, was telling
lie on the ground for a day or two, the other day of one of his poverty
after which they are opened. The pulp
time devices.
containing the beans then ferments
He was traveling with another chap
for about a week, the astringent quali just as much down and out as he, and
ties of the beans being much modified both were hungry. Their capital was
and their flavor improved.
Insignificant, and they didn’t Intend to
After being thoroughly dried the spend any of it. But they had a re
beans are packed in hundred pound volver. which suggested to the first
bags for shipm ent When received by man a scheme. It worked out some
the manufacturer they are carefully
like this:
picked over for quality, assorted and thing
“I went into a pretty good looking
roasted. The nibs, as the roasted beans restaurant,” said the prosperous one,
with the shells removed are called, are taking a long draw at his cigar, “and
then fed Into a hopper and ground be as my clothes looked pretty good I
tween stones similar to an old fash wasn’t an object of suspicion. I had
ioned flour mill. The grinding process, ap overcoat which belonged to my
coupled with the friction of the stones,
partner.
which produce a temperature of some
“As the overcoat and the revolver
120 degrees, changes the solid nibs were chief characters in the ensuing
(without the addition of anything) into drama, they have to be mentioned
a thick, heavy liquid. This is technic prominently. I got a seat right near
ally termed “chocolate liquor" and is the door and hung up my coat so that
sold to confectioners.
it was only a step away from the door.
This same liquor, subjected to hy
“Then I sat down and ordered a
draulic pressure, with the resulting square oi t*. a meal th at it would be
separation into a clear oil, gives the impossible to describe it was so good.
cocoa butter of commerce. The remain It was flavored with,the sauce of absti
ing pressate when powdered forms nence—from food.
drinking cocoa. The chocolate liquor
“I ate ‘and ate and ate, and by and
solidified becomes cooking chocolate, by my partner came along. Without
and, with sugar, vanilla and spices his overcoat—and it was a cold day—
added, it is sold as “sweet” or “eating” be didn’t look good. He hung around
chocolate.
the door for a long while, looking like
a hobo getting up his nerve to come in
BEATING THE LAW.
and beg.
“Just about the time he made a sig
Sunday Travelers and Inns and Tav nal to me th at showed he was about to
erns In Scotland.
enter I got up to go to the cigar coun
There is a law in Scotland generous ter to pick out a nice after dinner
to travelers. That law grants them smoke. In came my partner and slunk
the privilege of all taverns and inns up to the desk to ask for a bit of food.
during prohibition hours. Thus if you
“Nothing doing. He was turned
arrive In Edinburgh on a Sunday, hav down cold. Then to make the thing
ing traveled, say, from Glasgow, your work better he came up to me and
innkeeper is bonnd to serve you with asked: ‘Say, boss, won’t you give me a
any sort of alcoholic refreshment, al lift? I’m down and out.’ I repulsed
beit the native of Auld Reekie must him sternly, and after looking aronnd
fret and starve his Sawbath away on he started o u t
ginger ale, memories and the auroral
“I said to the proprietor In a virtu
promise of tomorrow. But the law is ous way. ‘I don’t believe in helping
merciful. He that hath journeyed those bums,’ to which he answered
three miles is a traveler within the with a smug shake of the head, when
meaning of the a c t
my partner grabbed the overcoat I
Consequently there is a vast array of knew what he was doing, but I pre
travelers leaving Edinburgh on foot tended to be very much interested in
on coaches, pony carriages, etc., for the cigar until the proprietor yelled
the trains run n o t
out, ‘Hey, he’s stealing your coat!"
They all seek to constitute them
“I held on to the cigar, wheeled
selves as travelers. Just within the around and started for my partner.
three mile lim it as far as Edinburgh is He was half out of the door. I yelled.

FIFTH AVENUE, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

A full line of wall paper and paint for sale.
Your patronage solicited.

urup tnat:- a n a 'ro r answer he drew
the revolver and flpurlshed I t
“The proprietor dropped behind the
counter, and the waiters fled to the
kitchen. From his place the proprietor
called out: ‘Look out! He’ll shoot you!’
And. taking my cue, I let him run o u t
“Then when the excitement cleared
off I raised an awful row about losing
the coat, and the proprietor finally
came up with the money for a new
one, say about $30. Well, did that
meal pay me? What?”—New York
Sun.

WASHINGTON LETTER.
From Our Regular Correspondent.

Washington D. C., April 23,1908.—
There is no lack of interest in
these closing days of the sixtieth
•Congress. The House of Repre
sentatives last week in a spasm of
economy refused to appropriate for
the battleships that the President
had prayed for in a special message.
The bill went to the Senate Com
Exploding a Mine In Granite.
One of the methods of quarrying mittee of which Senator Hale of
granite is to dislodge a huge sheet Maine is chairman reported the
from the surface of the formation Naval bill just as it had come from
through the medium of a powder mine.
the House without the battleships,
A large perpendicular shaft is first
blasted to a depth of about thirty but Senators Beveridge, Lodge,
feet At the bottom of this and radiat Borah, and .others in defiance of the
ing in all directions horizontally, like leadership of the leaders are
the spokes of a huge wheel, long holes earnestly advocating the building
are drilled. The extremities of these
holes are then shot with light charges of the additional ships with im
of dynamite in order to create cham mediate and ample appropriations
bers large enough to receive large therefor. This is quite unusual
quantities of black powder. This takes and it is said to presage the over
weeks of ever increasing charges.
Then the final charge Is loaded. The throw of Senatorial oligarchy that
now huge chambers at the extremities has long ruled the Republican
of the spoEes are packed with hun majority in the Seaate. It is prob
dreds of pounds of powder, numerous able that the President was never
electric wires attached and the whole stronger with the people of the
mine tamped with fine material. A
mighty roar and rumble In the bowels country or more disliked by poli
of the earth and the huge sheet Is de ticians in Washington and in Con
tached from the ledge.—Popular Me gress than he is to-day.
The
chanics.
curious spectacle is presenteed of
Members of Congress anxious for
IF SNOW NEVER F E L L
re-election cursing the President
The Effect Upon the World’s Crops with bated breath in Washington,
Would Be Disastrous.
and lauding him in letters and
If all the condensed moisture of the speeches to the constituents. I say
atmosphere i\vere to fall as rain and
none of it was snow hundreds of thou it is a curious spectacle but it is a
sands of square miles of the earth’s spectacle that is of actual and con
surface now yielding bountiful crops stant occurence all over the
would be little better than a desert. country. They know it is necessary
The tremendous economic gain for the
world at large which results from the for their re-electiou to appear to be
difference between snow and rain Is for Roosevelt notwithstanding the
seldom realized by the inhabitants of fact that it is bitter medieine to
fertile and well watered lowlands.
most of them. Just now they are
It is in the extensive regions where particularly angry with the Presi
irrigation Is a prime necessity In ag
riculture that the special uses of snow dent because he has delayed the
come chiefly into view. All through day of adjournment from May tenth
the winter the snow is falling upon the to May fifteenth in order that Con
mountains and packing itself firmly In gress may be kept in session until
the ravines. Thus in nature’s great
icehouse a supply of moisture is stored his Congress of all the Governors
of the United States with many in
up for the following summer.
All through the warm months the vited guests shall have held their
hardened snow banks are melting sittings iu the East Room of the
gradually. In trickling streams they
steadily feed the rivers which as they White House. This room will hold
flow through the valleys are utilized only about six hundred while more
for irrigation. If this moisture fell as than six thousand are clamoring for
rain It would almost Immediately wash invitations. Prominent among the
down through the rivers, which would invited guests are ex-President
hardly be fed at all In the summer
Cleveland, Andrew Carnegie and
when the crops most needed water.
These facts are so well known as to John Mitchell. Why these three
be commonplace In the Salt Lake val names are mentioned in juxtapo
ley and in^the subarid regions of the sition
Mr. Roosevelt perhaps
west generally. They are not so well
Mr. Mitchell is known
understood In New Jersey or Ohio, knows.
where snow Is sometimes a pictur throughout the country as the ex
esque, sometimes a disagreeable, fea president of the Miners Union, but
ture of winter.
be is less conspicuous or at least
In all parts of the country the notion
prevails that the snow is of great value less noisy than Gompers and Debs.
as a fertilizer. Scientists, however, are It is presumed that Mr. Bryan is
inclined to attach less Importance to not invited as there is probably no
Its service in soil nutrition—for some bed at the White House big enough
regions that have no snow are exceed for both him and Cleveland. Jokes
ingly fertile—than to its worth as a
blanket during the months of high aside it will doubtless be a notable
winds. It prevents the blowing off of and most important gathering.
the finely pulverized richness of the
The new Pension Act which took
top solL This, although little per
effect
on April the nineteenth, if
ceived, would often be a great loss.—
not fortunate for the tax-payers of
Chicago Tribune.
the country, will delight over two
The Power of Advertising.
hundred thousand widows inas
The power of advertising Is told by much as it will grant them and
a manager of the toilet department of
a large New York department store. other pensioners an increase of
“We have six different makes of one four dollars a month, for all pen
toilet article,” he said, “and they are sioners getting less than twelve
so near alike In quality th at even ex dollars will now receive that
perts can’t tell the difference between
them, yet we sell as much of one as amount without the trouble of put
we do of all the others together, just ting in new claims. The new act
because the manufacturer Is everlast will give an increase to one widow
ingly advertising I t The other five of a soldier in the war of 1812, to
sell in proportion to the amount of ad over one hundred and eighty
vertising given to them. If there Is
any difference In quality it is In favor thousand widows of the civil war,
of the poorest seller.”—New York Her to more than seven thousand of the
ald.
Mexican war, and to more than
three thousand of the Indian wars.
No Deadheads.
Mandy was a young colored girl The appropriation asked of Con
fresh from the cotton fields of the gress this year is over sixty-two
south. One afternoon she came .to her million, being six millions more
northern mistress and handed her a than the largest ever authorized.
visiting cord. “De lady wha’ gib me
It is becoming evident that noth
dis is in de pa’lor,” she explained.
ing much will be done by this Con
“Dey’s annoder lady on de do’step.”
“Gracious, Mandy,” exclaimed the gress in the way of desirable legis
mistress, “why didn’t you ask both of lation. The reforms in the postal
them to come in?”
service so much desired by Post
“Kase, ma’am,” grinned the girl, “de
one on de do’step done forglt her master General Meyey will fail to
receive the attention of Congress.
ticket.”—Argonaut.
The Postal Progress League has
Not Exclusive.
written an open letter to the mem
Nellie (aged five)—Our family Is aw
bers
of Congress which presents
fully exclusive. Is yours? Bessie (aged
four)—No, Indeed! We haven’t any the necessity of this important
thing to be ashamed of.—New Orleans legislation in -strong terms. It is
Tlmes-Democrat
known by every member of Con

gress that a cheap local rural par
cels post could be made to pay the
postal deficit of $15,000,000. Such
a service would prove a great con
venience to many millions of people.
It is known how much the eco
nomic, social and political develop
ment of the country depend upon
the postal service and it well
known that our postal service is
inferior to that of England, Prance,
Germany, Holland, Belgium, Nor
way, Sweden, Denmark and other
countries much inferior to ours in
intelligence, wealth and resources.
But notwithstanding this knowl
edge it is impossible to make Con
gress do aDything for the improve
ment of the service although the
ways and means of improvement
are as plain as their blooming noses
on their blooming faces.
There was quite a sensation in
Congress this week owing to
charges made by Representative
Sims of Tennessee to the effect that
United States Senator Newlands
and Mr. Loeb, the Secretary of the
President, were large owners of
stock in a street railway and that
their influence was antagonistic to
the interest of the citizens of the
District of Columbia. The question
came up in a debate over a bill per
mitting the street railways to ex
tend their lines so as to pass the
new Union railway station in Wash
ington. The House has insisted
that there shall be universal trans
fers between the two great tram
systems in Washington. The Sen
ate wishes to permit the roads to
extend their lines to the Utfion Sta
tion without any concession., as to
transfers. The House undoubtedly
represents the interests of the peo
ple of Washington and of the many
hundreds of thousands of visitors
who come to Washington or pass
through the city. The Senate pre
sumably. is in favor of the railroad
monopolies and the street railroads
which declare enormous dividends
on enormously watered stock. Mr.
Sims said in substance that it was
up to the President’s Secretary to
either walk out of the directorship
of the city street car companies or
to walk out of the offices of the
White House.
ILLINOIS WILL CELEBRATE.

The Legislature of Illinois re
cently adopted the following reso
lution :
“Whereas, The fortieth anniver
sary of the first Illinois society
organized to obtain just laws for
women and children will occur in
February, 1909, and a celebration
to commemorate this anniversary
will be held in Chicago in the State
of Illinois at that time; and to this
celebration will be invited the Gov
ernors and other delegates from all
the Mississippi Valley States to re
port their own progress in these
matters, and to discuss the possible
advantages of a greater uniformity
in laws relating to marriage, di
vorce, guardianship of children,
conjugal rights in property owned
by spouse and in personal earnings,
protection of children and kindred
topics; and
Whereas, we belie ye that a study
and public discussion of such laws
would be of practical value in
future legislation,
Therefore, we, the members of
the Illinois Legislature, extend a
cordial greeting to the Governors of
our sister states in the Mississippi
valley, and join in the request that
each Governor attend this celebra
tion and appoint two additional dele
gates to represent his State.
We further request the Governor
of Illinois to issue such invitations
to these Governors and other per
sons and to choose four persons
from Illinois to act with him in aid
ing the Committee of the Illinois
Equal Suffrage Association which
has inaugurated plans for this cele
bration.
Hoax—“Queer thing about debt.”
Joax— “ What’s queer about it? ”
Hoax—“The faster we run in thé
more we get behind.”—Record.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS.
& THE INDEPENDENT
TERMS
«1.00 P E R TEAR
«
IN ADVANCE.
«

Thursday, April 3 0 , ’0 8 .
CHURCH SERVICER.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
Oaks, Perkiomeu, Audubon. The Rev. T. P.
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
Audubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m.,
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m.
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.80 a. m. and 7.80 p. m. Song and prayer ser
vice, 7 p. m.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegevllle, Rev.
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorO.
E. at 7 p. m.

—Granville Schaeffer, a trucker of
Asylum T rustee Appointed.!
Limeport, has gathered 100,000
Governor Stuart has appointed
bunches of winter onions from a Jonas S. Harley, of Quakertown, to
tract of two and a half acres.
be a member of the Board of Trus
tees
of State Hospital for the In
—A fire at Jonas Knerr’s, at
Stowe, roasted 50 chickens, and in sane, at Norristown, vice Joseph
trying to save them, he had his Thomas, Quakertown, deceased.
hands badly burned.
Rye H eads in A bundance.

Free Tuberculosis D em onstration.

Baseball.

The Board of Health of that bor
ough has decided to give the peo
pie of Norristown and vicinity i
free tuberculosis demonstration
Arrangements are now being made
for the exhibit, which will open on
or about the 18th of May and remain
open for about a week. The demon
stration is the property of the Penn
sylvania Society for the Prevention,
of Tuberculosis, connected with
which is Dr. Samuel G. Dixon; State
Commissioner of Health, and a num
ber of others interested in tuber
culosis. The demonstration is giv
en that people may see and know
the various ways to prevent tuber
culosis.

In a very exciting twelve-inning
game, Saturday, Ursinus and Dick
inson both strove in vain for the
other's scalp, the game ending in a
tie. Both teams scored three runs,
Ursinus scored the run that tied
the score in the ninth inning with
two men out. The game was car
ried into the extra innings, but in
order to allow Dickinson to leave
town on an early car the game was
called at the end of the twelfth
inning,

—As a result of injuries sustained
There will be no scarcity of rye
by falling down stairs, John K iss
inger, 92 years old, died in Reading. heads the first of May this year. H
W. Beyer, the head farmer on Bur
—A stranger walked in front of gess F. J. Clamor’s Glen Farm, this
of Mrs Berty at Reading and
borough, reports a whole field of
snatched her purse out of her hand’ rye in heads, an unusual exhibition
containing $9.
in the latter days of April.
—Boyertown’s Burial Casket
Company has offered to pay 40 per
Robin’s N est a t U nusual Place.
cent of the cost of a new steamer in
A robin has built a nest on the
that town, but will not give any top of an open shutter immediately
thing toward a chemical engine.
under the roof extension of Dr. J. P resident Roosevelt W rites Letter to

On Tuesday Ursinus played the
University of Pennsylvania. For
five innings neither team scored
but in the sixth Ursinus tallied
once and Penn twice.
In the
eighth Penn scored two more runs
making the score 4 to 1. Paist
pitched winning ball for Ursinus
but was poorly supported.

Automobile Tore Big G ate From Ite
H inges But Failed to Run
Over a Stable.

Monday morning Augustus De
Witt and a Mr. Fastnacht, of Potts
town, came down First avenue, this
borough, in an automobile. Of
course they were not going fast;
certainly not. At any rate as they
neared the corner of First avenue
and Main street the machine kept
going its clip, despite the efforts of
its driver to “sh u to ff,” and took a
bee line drive at the big gate near
the scales at the Bridge hotel
stables, tore said gate from its
moorings and banged against the
northeast side of the stable; the
perpendicularity of the frame work
preventing the machine from get
ting onto the roof. The weight of
the building prevented its being
ushered down . the valley and
dumped into the Perkiomen. The
machine was worsted to the extent
of a twisted axle, a damaged front
wheel, and so forth. The gentle
men who occupied the plunger
escaped injury and the congratula
tions of their Pottstown and other
friends are in order.

F ather of Large Family.
W. Culbert’s residence and drug
The Doylestown Intelligencer
store, this borough. The nest con
The regular monthly meeting of tains three eggs. The Dest will not says:—Among the treasured pos
St. James’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev. the W. C. T. U. will be held at the be disturbed until the young robins sessions of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Large Sum for Township
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
Sacks, of Perkasie, is a letter from
to Pay.
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve home of Mrs. C. G. Haines, Tues are hatched and able to fly away.
President Roosevelt congratulating
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com day, May 5, at 3 p. m.
Lower Merion township must pay
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
them upon the number of sturdy
Automobiles on Record Run. '
over $100,000 in addition to its al
cordially invited and welcome.
Price of Milk for May.
About thirty-five automobilists sons and daughters included in ready large outlay, about $500,000,
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
Numbering twelve for its 33 miles of sewer system, by
S L. Messinger, S . T. D., pastor. Sunday
The Executive Committee of the left Norristown Tuesday morning their family.
School at 8.45 a. m. Preaching every Sunday at Philadelphia Milk Shippers’ Union on a record run with their ma children the Sacks group is some reason of an adverse decision by
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer
times referred to as a “ typical Per
Frank P. Pritchard, referee, in an
meeting at 2 p. m. Y .P . S C. E prayer meet has fixed the wholesale price of chines to Coatesville and Reading,
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible study meeting on milk for May, 1908, at 4 cents per returning by way of Pottstown and kasie family, ” for in that district action by the constructing con
How Collegeville Got Its N am e.
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are most
large families are the rule and not
quart.
this
borough.
They
passed
through
tractors,
Bowman
Brothers.
This
Our
interesting brother of the
cordially invited to attend the services.
this place at a rapid pace toward the exception. Although the Sacks famous case was begun in Novem quill J. O. K. Robarts, editor of the
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit,
Entertainm ent.
evening. In the vicinity of Coates children, when gathered together, ber, 1905, when Bowman Brothers Phoenixville Messenger, inclines to
Rev. Geo. R. Riffert, pastor. Services for the
make quite an imposing group,
coming Sabbath will be as follows: Trappe—
entered suit in the Common Pleas matters of local history relating to
On Saturday evening, May 9, Eli ville there was a collision, one auto
Preaching, at 7.80 p. m .; prayer meeting at 10
there
are a number of breaks in the
mobile
running
into
another,
and
it
Court against the township of Low
Hackman,
entertainer
and
imitator,a. in.; Sunday School, at 2.00 p. m. Limerick
circle. Eighteen children, in all, er Merion to recover about $184,000 various communities as a duck to
—Preaching at 10 a. m.; Sunday School, at 9 accompanied by the Brownie broth is reported that one of the autoists
water. In his perambulations and
were born into the Sacks home.
a. m.; C. E., at 7.30.
which they claim was still due them observations he asks questions,
er and sister, and Miss Mae Harris, was seriously injured.
on the contract with the township takes notes, compiles, writes a
pianist, will perform in the Episco
School Law to be Tested in Court.
Visitors from Central America.
in the construction of its 33 miles of streak, and the types of his Mess
Passenger trains leave Collegevllle for Phila pal parish building, Evansburg.
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
A pupil, Irma Oberholtzer, after sewer system. After the bringing enger tell his stories. The question
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown: Tickets 10 and 15 cents.
Last Friday Mr, and Mrs. Chris
7.45,11.02 a. m., 3.2*2, 6.05 p. m . Sundays—8.30
tian Bauer and their two children going as far as she could in a public of the suit, the township, by agree as to how this borough originally
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
New Real E state Officer.
arrived in town from Bogota, Cen school in Lower Salford township, ment, paid $55,000 on account, the received its name had been per
At the recent regular monthly tral America, on a visit to Mrs. sought further knowledge in the claim sued for to that extent. plexing him for many moons. Some
Whole Number this week
High School at Lansdale.
Under The result of the referee’s finding time ago he got in touch with John
meeting of the Board of Directors of Bauer’s parents, Burgess and Mrs.
1712. On account of inexcusable the Norristown Trust Company F. J. Clamer. Mr. and Mrs. Bauer the act of 1905 the borough looked is in favor of the plaintiffs in the A. Kelley, contractor of Philadel
neglect the date and the number on George W. March was elected Di left here soon after their marriage, to the township for the pay of this sum of $43,780.75, with interest phia, who at one time was associ
pupil, and on the township refusing from June 7, 1905, making a total of ated with Charles MacFadden—the
rector and Real Estate Officer to fill about three and one-half years ago,
page one are incorrect.
to
comply the case was taken to nearly $52,000, which, with the $55, builder of the first ten miles of the
thé unexpired term of Amon W and this is their first home-coming.'
Court
and is being prosecuted as a 000 paid, makes a total recovery of Perkiomen railroad.
The editor
Mrs.
Bauer
will
remain
here
con
Geiger, deceased.
test
case.
The township, in with about $107,000. This is the largest exacted a promise from Mr. Kelley
H om e and Abroad.
tinuously until December. Next
to tell what he knew about the nam
month the Burgess and his son-in- holding payment, questions the con award on record in the county.
Seventeen Y ears’ Interest Due.
ing of Collegeville, and in last
law will start on a journey to Paris, stitutionality of the act of the recent
—Welcome
Judgment was taken Monday
week’s Messenger appears the fol
PERSONAL.
Berlin, and other points abroad, Legislature, because the township
—The incoming of the month of morning in the Prothonotary
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Johnson, of lowing, which should arouse the in
and will be absent for about two authorities have no jurisdiction in
office, Norristown, on a mortgage
May,
the management of the borough Philadelphia, were the guests of terest of all our citizens and invite
months.
which had been sued out.
The
schools
and therefore have no right Mrs. Mary Preston, Sunday.
the confirmation, or the criticism, of
—For it is one of the most delight
mortgage was for $1600 and the in
to
pay
the
public’s
money
for
tu
ful months of the year.
DEATHS.
Mrs. Mary G. Place, of near Mont the oldest inhabitants:
terest that has secured in the past
ition in another district. They also
In 1867 the contract for the first ten
Camilla, wife of Milton H. Keeler, question whether the Lansdale Clare, visited the Misses Itratz and miles
—If blossomsare an indication,the 17 years, amounted to $1676. More
of the Perkiomen Railroad was let
Miss
Sarah
Cresinger,
Sunday.
cherry crop this year will be enor interest than principal.
of Trappe, died Tuesday evening in High School is such an institution
to the late Charles McFadden, for whom I
her 54th year. Mrs. Keeler had as is contemplated by the act of As
mous.
Miss Katie Knapp was enter then worked, and with whom I was later
been in failing health for some sembly.
tained by Miss May Steelman, of in partnership on several important con
First Italian Lodge.
—The automobile craze for the
tracts, including the building of portions
Norristown, Saturday and Sunday.
season seems to be making a wild
The first Italian lodge of Odd months past. An attack of pleurisy
of the Schuylkill Valley road and the
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Heiss are Phoenixville Tunnel.
start.
Death of Abraham Harley C assel.
Fellows in the State of Pennsylva hastened the end. The husband
and
two
daughters,
Edna
and
Cora
The Reading Company under agreement
spending
several weeks in Phila
Abraham Harley Cassel, the noted
—Sometimes too much assumption nia was instituted April 14, in Keeler, are left to mourn the loss of
with the stockholders of the Perkiomen
delphia.
Scranton, with ceremonies that ex
Road, built the road and operated it when
a devoted wife and mother. Ex- Pennsylvania German collector of
—In the line of authority,
Mrs. Longacre, of Gratersford, finished. The Chief Engineer of the first
tended over into a banquet and
papers, historical documents, and
Burgess
Shuler,
of
Trappe,
is
one
opening meeting in the evening,
—As well as in other lines,.
books, died Friday morning, at his was the guest of Mrs. F. P. Walt on seotion was Charles E. MacDonald, after
ward a very prominent engineer, who or
Grand Secretary Mackey, of the of the surviving brothers, and Mrs. home in Lower Salford township Sunday.
—Becomes sour and curdles,
Horace
Rimby,
of
this
borough,
one
ganized
the Union Bridge Company, later
Grand Lodge, was present from
Mr. and Mrs. John Radcliff spent
this county, in his 88th year. He
by the United States Steel Cor
—And is not always gracefully Philadelphia and conducted the in of the surviving sisters. The fun was a pioneer in literary and his Sunday with relatives in Eagleville. absorbed
poration.
eral
will
be
held
on
Saturday,
May
accepted.
stallation proceedings, with the
The first portion of the road was
Miss Stella Faringer was in Phila
2. All services at the Lutheran torical research among the Penn
financed
largely by stock subscriptions by
assistance
of
the
team
from
Globe
—In Valley Forge Park 1350
church and cemetery at 12 o ’clock; sylvania Germans, and in his farm delphia on Saturday.
farmers and business men along the line.
Lodge,
of
the
Electric
City.
house
he
gathered
a
most
remark
small trees of every variety have
Mrs. John Custer spent Sunday The road was graded practically through
undertaker F. W. Shalkop in charge.
able library of German-American in Spring City.
been planted on the plot reserved
to Schwenksville, the track laid and
M eeting of H istorical Society.
ready for operation to what is now Col
for a nursery.
John Henry, son of George and publications. He was able to in
Robert Moyer attended the Elks legeville in the early part of June, 1868.
A well attended meeting of the Clara Brown, of Mont Clare, died dulge in his love for work of this banquet in Reading, Saturday even
The naming of the stations was left to
. —“ Beneath this stone lies Mary
Montgomery County Historical So Tuesday morning, aged 13 years. nature only after a determined bat ing, as the guest of James Reigner, Mr. MacDonald, who boarded in Preeland
Green,
ciety was held at Norristown on Funeral private on Friday at 1 p. tle with the conservative ideas of of Pottstown.
with some person whose name I do not re
In prime of life she quit this
call, and he gave the name Freeland to
Saturday. A paper by Benj. Ber m. Interment in Morris cemetery, his people, who did all in their
scene;
A. H. Hendricks, Esq.,and family the station now known as Collegeville.
tolett on the Sullivan bridge works Phoenixville; undertaker J. L. power to discourage him in his de
Freeland was at that time a new town
She died the victim of a cough.
will
occupy a part of Mrs. Mary T.
sire for books. After many hard
on the west side of the Schuylkill at Bechtel in charge.
and the inhabitants of Perkiomen Bridge,
Too soon, too soon, she took ’em
Preston’s
house.
ships
he
managed
to
acquire
an
ed
Valley Forge was read by Henry
quite a well known Summer resort, who
off.”
Mrs. Matilda I. Landis, Mrs. J. were very proud of the name, wanted it
ucation and become a school teacher
W. Kratz. Edward W. Hocker, of
Schaff Prize Debate.
and realize his love for books. Mr. R. Challen, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. applied to the new station instead of the
—The new surgical ward at the Pennsburg, read an entertaining
The prize debate given by the Cassel was a member of the Penn Landis, spent Saturday and Sunday name Preeland. Prominent families, such
Pottstown Hospital will be erected paper on Abraham Harley Cassel,
as the Longacres, Beards, Zimmermans,
th is year.
the noted book collector of Harleys- Schaff Literary Society of Ursinus sylvania Historical Society for fifty in Philadelphia.
etc., being greatly opposed to the latter
College,
Friday
evening,
attracted
a
name.
—Cyrus Wilson, of Lincoln, Pa., ville. The society accepted the in good-sized audience and proved one years and contributed many articles
Claim of $10 for Driving Away
Peeling ran so high that a great many
to
the
publications
of
the
society.
vitation
to
hold
its
fall
meeting
in
is the owner of a colored goose egg
of the best heard at the college in
of the residents and stockholders would
W
itches.
the
Goshenhoppen
region
at
Penns
presented to him by his grand burg.
not buy tickets from Preeland station but
recent years. The question—Re
Com ing Meeting of Glenwood
Jacob Hetzel, of Sharon, Mercer preferred paying their fare on the train.
mother in 1826.
solved, That Congress pravide for
I think it was on June 6, 1868, the road
county, brought suit against M.
Association of Pennsylvania
Veteran Physician Honored.
the establishment of a central bank
—School savings deposits in
was widely advertised to be opened, and a
Popovitch
to
recover
a
claim
of
$10.69
Fem
ale
College.
Dr. John Todd, the veteran to be managed by the present na
Norristown, Bridgeport and Congreat many people of the adjoining neigh
At a meeting last week of the alleged to be due for groceries. At borhoods congregated at what is now
shohocken are one-fourth less than physician and ex-burgess of Potts tional banks and to be strictly con
the
trial
before
Justice
of
the
Peace
Collegeville.
a year ago.
town, celebrated his seventy-eighth trolled by the Federal government— above named Association it was de
Gilbert, Popovitch presented a
The late James Boyd, of Norristown,
cided
to
hold
this
year’s
meeting
of
was
debated
affirmatively
by
Her
organized a meeeing, declared himself
—He who does not when he can, birthday anniversary, Saturday
counter
claim
for
$10
for
driving
evening, at his home, and as a com bert Hughes, John N. Koons and the organization, composed of the
cannot when he will.—French.
away witches that bad been tor chairman, and made an address Ad
plete surprise, he was presented Guy Waldo Knauer; and negatively, graduates and students of the old menting Hetzel’s horses, but the dresses were also made by Judge Brower
—The first Berks county spring with a handsome silver loving cup by Eli Fry Wismer, Rowland R. Pennsylvania College, this borough, Justice disallowed the claim and Longaker and Lawyer Hunsicker of Nor
chickens were offered on the Read by the staff of the Pottstown Hos Umstead and Mabel Irene Dunn. on Thursday, May 28 atGlenwood— entered judgment for the full a- ristown. These addresses dwelt chiefly
on the importance of the railroad to the
ing markets at 60 cents a. pound, an pital, of which be has been the dean Both sides showed a mastery of the the name associated with the old mount with $8 costs in addition.
valley and urged the people to subscribe
increase of 20 cents.
since the institution was built in general bank question, but the college building and its immediate
to the stock in order to complete it.
G reat Girls, These.
There was quite a demonstration made
—Getting caught on a circular 1893. The presentation address negative was much the strongest in surroundings for many years. The
“ The Mitchell g irls,” as they are by the people in favor of the name Perki
saw, Frank Mitchell, a Pottstown was made by Dr. W. J. Ashen- presenting their arguments in a late Dr. J. Warrene Sunderland es
felter. Many relatives and friends clear, concise way. The judges— tablished the Pennsylvania College, known, living in Oliver township, omen Bridge for the station, and many
lad, cut three.fingers off.
positively declined to take any interest in
were present. Dr. Todd has prac A. P. Fritz, of Limerick, Rev. E. V. the first of its kind in America, in
Perry county, have both passed the road whatever so long as the name
ticed
medicine
for
52
years.
—Mrs. David Z. Nester, of HoffLoucks, of Blue Bell, and Rev. I. the early fifties and continued his fourscore and ten. They are appar Preeland was applied to the station. Dr.
F. Wagner, of Lower Providence— educational work until about 1875.
mansville, has a maidenhair fern
ently in good health, and “ P eggy,” Sunderland, the president of a college
decided in favor of the negative side
Sta te or Oh io , Cit t of T oledo , )
stalk measuring 52 inches.
there, proposed a compromise, and sug
the elder of the two, who will soon gested
Many
graduates
received
diplomas
L ucas Co unty ,
\ B8the name Collegeville, which was
and awarded the first prize of $15 to
be
98,
says
she
wants
to
reach
a
adopted.
After the tickets printed with
—Joseph Gaybone, of Norristown,
F rank J. C heney makes oath that be Is Rowland Umstead, the second prize and the surviving former students
the
name
Freeland were used, the new
hundred.
They
are
no
doubt
the
the
senior
partner
of
the
firm
of
F.
J.
Cheney
of
$10
to
Eli
Fry
Wismer,
and
the
complained to the police that he had
of the College are scattered all over oldest women in Perry county, aod ones contained the name Collegeville.
& Co. doing business in the city of Toledo, third prize of $5 to Miss Dunn.
you have the story to the best of
been robbed of $320.
the country. This year’s meeting have lived together their entire myNow
Connty and State aforesaid, and that said
recollection, and I promise I will
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
of
the
Association
formed
last
year
never
again
open my mouth to a news
lives.
They
were
born
on
the
—Royersford’s Masonic Lodge DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh
paper man, as his memory is too enduring.
Death Was on His Heels.
promises to be one of much interest. farm adjoining, now owned by J. E. Trusting
that cannot be cured by the use of H a l l ’s
this information will answer
held its seventeenth anniversary Ca tarrh C u r e . FRANK J . CHENEY.
Fleisher, and moved into the home your purpose,
Jesse P. Morris, of Skippers, Va., had a
I am
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my close call in the Spring of 1900. He says: All graduates and students—wheth they now occupy about ninety years
Thursday evening and went to
Respectfully
yours,
er
graduates
or
not—are
most
cor
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D.. "An attack of pneumonia left me so weak
ago. The house then was new.
Pottstown in a special train to en 1886.
JOHN A. KELLEY.
and with such a fearful cough that my dially invited to attend, and, if they These women have been constant
A. W. GLEASON,
friends declared consumption had me, and
joy a banquet at a noted hotel there. (j SEA L. a>
death was on my heels. Then I was per have not done so, to identify them companions, and in their early life
Notary Public. suaded to try Dr. King’s New Discovery. It selves with the Association. Lunch were the belles of the community,
Plenty of Trouble
—Over 100 hands are thrown out * Hall’s *Catarrh Cure is taken
internally helped me immediately, and after taking
their home being the scene of many la caused by stagnation of the liver and
and
acts
directly
upon
the
blood
and
mu
eon
will
be
served
at
the
noon
hour
two and a Nhalf bottles I was a well man
of work at Gilbertsville by the
social affair. They were popular bowels. To get rid of it and headache and
cous surfaces of the system. Send for testi again. I found out that New Discovery is at 50 cents. Those who contemplate
abandoning of W. R. Gresb & Sons’ monials, free.
girls, but have warded off the darts biliousness and the poison that brings jaun
tne best remedy for coughs and lung disease
attending
the
meeting
will
please
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,O.
of the tricky Cupid, enjoying the dice, take Dr. King’s New Life Pills, the re
in all the world.” Sold under guarantee at
cigar factory, the fixtures of which
liable purifiers that do the work without
8old by Druggists, 75 cents.
Joseph W. Culbert’s drug store. 60c. and notify the Secretary, Mrs. Francis life of singleness during their long grinding
or griping. 25c. at Joseph W. Cul
were moved to Norristown.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation 11.00. Trial bottle free.
Yost, Collegeville, Pa.
lives.
bert’s drug store.
W. C. T. U.

LOCAL AND COUNTY NEWS, PUBLIC SALES, ETC.
| URLI C SALE OF
He Got What He Needed.
old Brower homestead to Mrs.
Fannie Parsons’, her daughter’s
“Nine years ago it looked as if my time I
FRESH COWS !
Wren Himes, of the hotel, has in residence, near by where Nick re had come,” says Mr. C. Farthing, of Mill |
Andrew Mack and Abram Jones
Creek, Ind. Ter. “I was so run down that
f
Thursday, April 23.
sides.
She
returned
to
her
home
in
stalled
a
new
gasolene
engine
for
life hung on a very slender thread. It was I
John H. Fry, a well-known member Jr. visited Roscoe Bean, of Skipan automobile.
then my druggist recommended Electric
9f the Lancaster bar, was found dead pack, Sunday. They made the trip pumping water.
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
I bought a bottle and I got what I
It is about time autos were re Bitters.
sitting on a chair in his office at Lan on bicycles.
Harvey Sabold has taken charge
needed—strength. I had one foot in the MAY 11, 1908, at Perkiomen Bridge
hotel,
30 fresh cows direct from Centre
duced in price; say two for five.
grave, hut Elecric Bitters put it back on the j
caster, Pa.
These cows have been carefully
Martin Hunsberger is building a of the Church school as successor
turf again, and I've been well ever since,” county.
James and Thomas Trimm, aged
selected and are well bred, good-sized and
Bill
Morrison
hasa
motor
cycle
to
Howard
Hartzell,
Sumneytown.
Sold
under
guarantee
at
Joseph
W.
Culbert's
|
fifteen and twenty-two years respec fine cement walk in front of his
as milk and butter producers are bard to
drug store. 50c.
beat. They will please you, farmers and
tively, were killed by lightning at their residence.
Geo. Schott has recovered suffi for sale. Any one wants to buy a 1
motor
cycle
call
on
Morrison.
We
dairymen, and your highest bids will buy
home a t Annona, Texas.
ciently from a severe attack of would just as lief walk.
them. Sale at U o’clock. Conditions by
S H E R I F F ’S SALE OF
John 6 . Gotwals spent Sunnay in
Mrs. Andrew Schaller, aged about
J. W. MITTERLING.
rheumatism to be about again.
forty-five years, dropped dead on the Chester county.
L. H. Ingram, auct. J. W. S. Gross, clerk.
Miss Blanche Frederici, of Nor
M. S. Longacre, of the Centre ristown, visited Perkiomeo, Sunday.
street a t Wilmington, Del., while out
REAL ESTATE!
Miss Sarah Ball, of Norristown, hotel, after a long absence on ac
shopping, having been stricken with
p>U B L IC SALE OF
By virtue of a writ of Fieri Facias
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Campbell
heart disease.
visited her friend Miss Sarah Det- count of illness, was in the village
issued
out
of
the
Court
of
Common
Pleas
Daniel R. Delaney, of New York, a wiler, of Locust Manor, Saturday
and child and Mr. and Mrs. Ben of Montgomery county, to me directed,
FRESH COWS!
Saturday.
law clerk, who was convicted of the
Groome, of Phcenixville, visited will be sold at public sale, on WEDNES
and
Sunday.
larceny of $541 from his employer,
Mrs. Bisbing and daughter, of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Campbell on DAY, MAY 20, 1908, at 2 o’clock p. m.,
in Court Room No. 1, a t tbe Court House,
Henry B. Coe, was sentenced to serve
A duett sung by the Misses Mt. Airy, Germantown, were the Sundiay.
in tbe borough of Norristown, said county, . Will be sold a t public sale on FRIDAY,
not less than six and a half years nor
following described real estate:
MAY 1, 1908, a t Black Rock hotel, Ellis
Famous of Oaks, was very much en guests of J. R. Isett and family,
Mr. Arthur Strauss and Miss tbe
more than ten years in state prison.
All that certain messuage and lot of Butt proprietor, 25 head of Lebanon Co.
Zora
Shull,
of
Norristown,
visited
joyed
by
the
Crescent
Literary
land
(being
lots
Nos.
51,
52,
53
and
54
in
Friday, April 24.
Sunday.
fresh cows, selected with care for this sale.
Mr. and Mrs. John Shull, Sunday. Dvid Sowers plan,) situate in Mont Clare, These will be the finest lot of dairy cows
Commander York Noel, U. S. N., died Society, Saturday evening.
F. G. Poley is reroofing the barn
Upper Providence township, said county, sold at that place for a long time. Sale to
a t the New York navy yard.
wit:
commence at 1.30 p. m.
Pink-eye is the complaint down toBounded
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Favinger on John Keeley’s place at FruitAs the result of a lovers’ quarrel
on the south by a forty feet
A. E. RITTENHOUSE,
here just now.
wide street (not named), on the west by
Morris Bengston shot and fatally and family, of Trappe, visited Mr. ville.
Auctioneer and Agent.
land
now
or
late
of
John
Lohan,
on
the
wounded Miss Sigrid Appleholm and and Mrs. J. G. Detwiler and family
Mr. George Brown and his mother north by a forty feet wide street (not I. E. Miller, Clerk.
J. B. Smoyer is remodeling his
then killed himself at Rockford, HI.
visited Valley Forge park, Sunday. named), and on the east by lands of David
barn.
Charles Selpelt, a tobacco farmer, on Sunday.
Sower’s estate, having a front on said
)U B L IC SALE 4>F
A Loyal Temperance Legion was forty feet wide street of 160 feet, and ex
three miles from Ripley, O., was com
John Miller is the first farmer to
Frank Casey and family have
organized at Green Tree by Miss tending of that width in length or depth
pelled to stand with uplifted hands
plant field corn this season.
the other forty feet wide street.
FRESH COWS
Susan Jones and Mrs. C. F. McKee, 150 feet to
while about thirty-five or forty "night moved into the Brunner lot.
The improvements are a 2J4 story
The card of I. U. Tyson, mason, wife of Rev. Mr. McKee. The fol ■'.I.Mb frame dwelling house 19 feet by 25
riders” destroyed his tobacco beds.
P. H. Colehouer was on the sick
AND 126 SHOATS AND PIGS I
Mrs. M argaret Wolfram was killed
bricklayer and contractor will be lowing officers were elected: Presi !i|a>n L feet, and a one-story frame back
¿ J B building 12 feet by 12 feet, 7 rooms
dent,
Ira
Keyser;
Vice
President,
and her husband and four-year-old list several days, last wee^.
&
flC
found on page 3.
first floor, 7 'rooms on second floor,
Arthur Francis; Secretary, Martha on
child seriously injured when they were
Mrs. J. G. Detwiler and her sis
attic, cellar, porch front, chicken house I Will be sold a t public sale on MONDAY,
Miss
Elsie
Porr
spent
Saturday
Famous; Treasurer, Ernest Yocum; and other outbuildings; well of water.
thrown from a buggy at Pittsburg ter Mrs. P. H. Colehouer attended
MAY 4, 1908, at Beckman’s hotel, Trappe,
Seized and taken in execution as the 20 extra good fresh cows and 125 Indiana
Librarian, Helen Davis; Organist,
P a , when their horse became fright
and Sunday with her parents.
Frances Famous; Chorister, Jennie property of Mike Cheperak, and to be j county shoats and pigs. Gentlemen, this
ened by the barking of a dog and ran the funeral of Henry Gottshall of
Miss Elsie Schlicbter visited her Gotwalts. The first meeting was sola by
is another load of good stock, and tbe
Mainland.
away.
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff. best cows I have shipped this year. The
parents,
Sunday.
held April 16. The next meeting Down Money, $100.00.
Saturday, April 25.
shoats are the kind that always give
Clinton Christ is confined to his
Office, Norristown, Pa., April I satisfaction. Sale, rain or shine, at two
Daniel Jackson, a negro, was hanged
Miss Cora Schaffer, of Philadel will be held April 30. The program 27,Sheriff’s
1908.
o’clock, sharp. Come and see for your
bed with an aggravated sore throat.
at Em poria V a, for wife murder.
selves. I have the stock that will suit
phia, is the guest of her sister, will be as follows: Recitations—
An entire family of five Kickapoo Dr. Horning attends.
Arthur Francis, Wilbur McKee,
you.
G. W. SEANOR.
Mrs.
F.
H.
Peterman.
Indians were drowned by a cloudburst
W. Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
Dorothy Davis.
Readings—Lizzie
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Estate of William S. Buckwalter,
or waterspout near Old Fort Arbuckle
Harry Harrison of New York Smith and Elsie Radcliff. Instru
of Lower Providence township, Mont
mental solo—Herbert Francis. Solo late
O kla
kUBLIC SALE OF ONE CARItem
s
From
Trappe.
was
a
caller
in
town,
Sunday.
gomery
counts, Pa., deceased. Letters of
Joseph Miller, a prominent oil oper
LOAD OF
—Ted Davis.
administration upon said estate having
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
Hartenstine
and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ross, of
ator at Butler, Pa., was shot in the
been granted to the undersigned, all per
George
Heydrick,
Ralph
Lanz
and
W
est Virginia Horses,
sons
indebted
to
the
estate
are
requested
breast and seriously wounded by a Germantown, and Mr. and Mrs. J daughter spent Sunday with Mr.
Leroy Detwiler, of Norristown, to make immediate payment, and those
burglar, who escaped.
AND
A
CARLOAD OF GOOD SHOATS.
were in Perkiomen inspecting their having claims against the same to pre
Twenty-two buildings were destroy- E. Fry, of Norristown, were the Scheffey at Pottstown.
sent
them
without
delay
to
edXby *aJtornado which struck Valley | guests of Mrs. Annie E. Fry, Sun
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Isett and bungalow which they are building
KATE S. BUCKWALTER,
Administratrix.
Springs, near Sioux Falls, S. D., but day
&
family were the guests of Mrs. on the site of the Y.- M. C. A. camp Collegeville P. O., Pa.
grounds.
no loss of life resulted.
Hannah
Linderman,
Sunday.
Councilman
H.
H.
Stearly
and
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
William Jones, who was a member
The pleasant weather brought
MAY 4, 1908, at Dunn’s hotel, Graters
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Holy Communion at St. James’ out the people, and about every
of the Roosevelt Rough Riders and a Mrs. Stearly visited their son
ford,
Pa., one carload of West Virginia
Estate of J. Michael Ettinger, late
personal friend of the president, died Walter and his wife at Washington, Lutheran church next Sunday, May body was out visiting everybody of Upper
Providence, Montgomery county, horses, one of the best loads I had this
of pneumonia at Trinidad, Colo.
It might be possible it is a sign of deceased. Letters testamentary on the spring. I have a very good load of young
D. C., last week. Some of the boys 3. Service at 10 o ’clock.
Monday, April 27.
above estate having been granted the un pacers, trotters, and workers. I bought
rain, which is needed badly.
dersigned, all persons indebted to said these myself from the farmers and they
Kentucky “Night Riders” crossed entertain a suspicion that Mr.
in age from 3 to 6 years, are of good
Some one told us Arnold Francis estate are requested to make immediate range
Into Ohio near Ripley and burned a Stearly took the opportunity to in
FROM OAKS.
payment, and those having legal claims, colors and size. They can be seen three
is
quite
proud.
We
are
certain
old
large tobacco barn with 2000 pounds terview President Roosevelt with
days prior to day of sale. I will have
to present the same without delay to
horse buyers for your horses, but you
Very funny. We were told Chest Comrade Francis feels quite big as
MILTON ETTINGER, Executor,
of tobacco.
relation
to
political
and
other
D. 1, Phcenixville, Pa. must bring them in the forenoon, as I
The first floating Christian Endeavor
nut street in Philadelphia was to be he is a grandpap, if he is a day or Or his attorney, R.
A. R. Place, Norristown, will have no time when the sale is in pro
two older.
convention ever held will meet at matters.
gress. Also one carload of small keepPa.
4-30.
widened, and when we asked what
over shoats, all good, healthy stock,
Seattle May 25, while the Atlantic
The Green Tree base ball team
Roland Umstead of this borough was that for, the response came:
which will be sold first. Sale at 1 o’clock
fleet is in the harbor.
s t a t e n o t ic e .
went
to
Mont
Clare
and
beat
the
Estate of Rudolph Bergmann, do p. m. Conditions by
-tfrhile working his way through a won the first prize of $15 at the So the merry widow hat could pass. home team to the tune of 34 to 17.
J. H. FISHER, agt.
Letters of administration on tbe
medical school at Chicago by switch Schaff Society debate at Ursinus And indeed it is quite funny, as Radcliff, of the Green Tree team, ceased.
above estate having been granted to the
ing elevated trains Hugh M. Watson, College Friday evening.
More this is Leap Year the merry widow made ten strike-outs; Christman, of undersigned, all persons indebted to the p lI B L I C SALE OF
of Charlotte, N. C., was killed.
estate are requested to make pay
honors
for
the
old
town.
Con has let go the chance Leap Year Mont Clare team, five strike-outs. said
ment, and those having claims to present
Caroline Pierce, of Lancaster, Pa.,
The
Ellis
brothers
are
good
ball
the
same,
without delay, to
gives to merry widows, bachelor
was in the enjoyment of good health gratulations.
ANNA BERGMANN, Administrator. 25 New Wagons.
players.
less than a week ago, when her hus
Lower Providence, Pa.
Madison Nettles, of Limerick, maidens, and those who are on the
Mr. John Rhoades and Miss Ethel Or to her attorney, Thomas Hallman,
band was buried but while returning
25 Sets of Harness.
anxious bench.
was
the
guest
of
’Squire
and
Mrs.
Collegeville,
Pa.
3-19.
Major of Norristown, and Miss
from the funeral, she caught cold,
Public
sale of 25 new wagons of all
Quaker week last week, and as- Alice Weite of Phcenixville, were
pneumonia developed and death en F. W. Shalkop, Sunday.
kinds. 25 sets of harness, at Porr’s hotel,
tbe guests of Miss Leila Price on
s t a t e n o t ic e .
sued.
dry
as
a
Local
Option
territory
Limerick, Pa., on SATURDAY, MAY 2,
The baseball fever is raging.
Estate of Davilla Troutman, late of 1908. The best lot of goods I ever sold a t
Tuesday, April 28.
where the water is scarce. But to Sunday.
Upper
Providence,
Montgomery
county,
place. Fallingtops with extra wide
Last
Saturday
the
Trappe
school
The damage by frost to the orchards
Mr. David Culp, of Collegeville, deceased. Letters of administration on this
seats, lined with 16 oz. all-wool cloth,
in the Arkansas and Grand valleys and nine walloped the Chestnut ¿Rail preserve the saying, we had a lively visited us in Valley Forge park on the above estate having been granted the finely
finished and well made, in rubber
other fruit growing regions of Colorado school team. Score: 30 to 0. Next shower Saturday afternoon.
undersigned, all persons indebted to said and steel tires; also two-seat surries,
Sunday. Mr. Culp wore a very estate
are requested to make immediate runabouts, milk and market wagons,
is estimated a t $1,000,000.
That earthquake due between the pleasant smile, and is the same fel payment, and those having legal claims, harness of all kinds. Come for bargains.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Stone and Saturday the home team will cross
to present the same without delay to
20th
and 26th days of April has low as when first we knew him.
I sell to highest bidders. Sale 1.30 p. m.,
bats
with
the
boys
of
Bechtel’s
Boyd Ward were drowned in a lake at
JOHN D. FRANTZ, Administrator,
Providence Square, Pa. Old wagons taken in exchange.
Muskegon, Mich., when their boat was school on the field in the upper heen side-tracked; but then the
W. H. ROSENBERRY,
o r sa le.
Or his attorney, Henry M. Brownback,
overturned by the high waves.
earth is subject to these heavy
part of the borough.
H. B. LAPP.
About 50 bushels of Early Rose seed
Norristown, Pa.
3-6.
Despondent because' of financial
sighs which makes these seismic potatoes in good condition. Price: 6~
troubles, Long Wundo, forty years old,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Williard,
bushel. Apply at
Tornadoes in the cents per ODD
ANTED.
FELLOWS’ GROCERY.
TRAYED.
a Chinaman prominent among his of Philadelphia, were the guests of disturbances.
Baled wheat and oat straw,
A 50 lb. black shoat strayed from G.
Southern States with great destruc
countrymen in New York city, com
ply to
SEIDEL & TOWNSEND,
W.
Seanor’s drove, April 18. Liberal re
Mr.
P.
D.
Williard
and
family,
Sun
GGS FOR HATCHING.
mitted suicide by jumping from the
tion of life and property. Humans,
Mattress Manufacturers, Norristown, Pa. ward for information sent to Beckman’s
204 and 206 Marshall Street.
4-30.
roof of a six-story tenem ent house in day.
hotel, Trappe, as to the whereabouts of
subject to all the ills agoing and if E
single-comb Rhode Island Red hens;
the animal.
14
Eighth avenue.
cents
for
15.
Apply
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Shupe,
of
they
fail,
tornadoes,
earthquakes,
ANTED.
Wednesday, April 29.
JACOB BOWERS,
Young
man
for
general
work
on
visited Mrs. Anna cyclones, war on land and sea, any 3-26-8t.
Trappe, Pa.
The Reading Railway company put Creamery,
o st.
small farm. Good wages to right person.
its 650 car shop employes a t Reading, Shupe, Sunday.
thing to send you to that bourne
Thursday, April 23, on township line
Address
C. REGAR, Collegeville, Pa.
u
c
k
e
g
g
s
.
road
between Limerick and Steiver farm,
P a , on ten hours a day.
from whence no traveler returns, or.
For
sale,
duck
eggs
for
hatching
a
lady’s
shopping bag containing about
Rev.
and
Mrs.
E.
C.
Hibschmann,
Brigadier General Alfred Lacey
ANTED.
large white ducks, choice breed. Ap
$8 and gold spectacles. Reward. Apply
A
boy
from
15
to
17
to
work
on
Hough, retired, died at his home at of Philadelphia, visited their sum in plain words to the happy land of from
ply to
WINFIELD HARLEY,
to
MRS. E. SAVAGE, Steiver Farm.
Princeton, N. J., aged eighty-two years. mer home here and did some gar Canaan.
4-2-4t.
Trappe, Pa. farm. Good pay for good service. Apply

t
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Mrs. Belle Gunnerson and her three
children perished in an incendiary fire
which destroyed their home in the
country north of Laporte, Ind.
William McLeod McDonald, of Gos
port, England, was hanged a t P itts
burg, P a , for the murder of his com
mon law wife, Bessie Hyslop, last Sep
tember.
Selig Silverstein, the anarchist, who
attempted to throw a bomb into a
group of policemen in Union square,
New York, several weeks ago and was
injured by the premature explosion of
the bomb, died in a hospital.
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS

Latest Closing Prices In the
PrincLoal Markets.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm;
winter extras, new, $3.8o@4; Pennsyl
vania roller, clear, $4.10 @ 4.20; city
mills, fancy, $5.75@5.90. RYE FLOUR
quiet, at $4.40 @ 4.50 per barrel.
WHEAT steady: No. 2 Pennsylvania,
red, 98%@99c. CORN firm; No. 2 yel
low. local, 73@75c. OATS quiet; No.
2 white, clipped, 57%c.; lower grades,
56c. HAY steady: timothy, $18@18.50
for large bales. PORK firm; family,
$19.50 per barreL BEEF steady; beef
hams, $26@27 per barrel. POULTRY:
Live steady; hens, 14@15c.; old roost
ers, 10c. Dressed steady; choice fowls,
14%c.; old roosters, 10%c. BUTTER
firm; extra creamery, 30c. EGGS firm;
selected, 17%@19%c.; nearby, 16c.;
western, 17c. POTATOES firm, at
90@93c. per bushel.
BALTIMORE — WHEAT firm; No.
2 spot, 98%@98%c.; steamer No. 2
spot, 95@95:W,c.; southern 94@98c.
CORN quiet; mixed spot, 69%69%c.;
steamer mixed, 65%@65%c.; southern,
68@71c. OATS firm; white, No. 2,
59c.; No. 3, 57%@58%c,; No. 4, 54@
55c.; mixed, No. 2, 55%@56c.; No. 3,
63@54c. BUTTER firm; creamery
separator extras, 30@30%c.; held, 20
@21c.; prints, 31@32c.; Maryland and
Pennsylvania dairy prints, 19 @20c.
EGGS firm; fancy Maryland, Pennsyl
vania, Virginia and W est Virginia,
16c.; southern, 15c.

The

Live 8tock Markets.
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)—
CATTLE slow and lower; choice, $6.60
@6.85; prime, $6.40@6.60. SHEKi
lower; prime wethers, $5.50 @5.75:
culls and common, $2@3; lambs, $4.25
@7; veal calves, $4.50@6.25. HOGS
lower; prime heavies and mediums,
$5.90; heavy Yorkers, $5.85@5.90;
light Yorkers $5.75@5.80;Tpigs7 $55$
5.15: roughs $4,500)4 90
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dening, last week.
A prayer meeting will be con
ducted by Evangelist Rice at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Poley, Saturday evening. Sunday
morning. Mr. Rice will preach in
the Gratersford church.
Daniel W. Schrack is having his
house repainted with attractive
colors.
Mrs. A. B. Fry spent Sunday
visiting relatives in Philadelphia.
Mr. Blakely and sister were en
tertained by Mr. and Mrs. S. Gross
Fry, Saturday.
Miss Alice E. Reed, of Norris
town, and Miss Jennie R. Evans, of
Limerick visited their aunt, Mrs.
Susan Amos, Sunday.
Abraham Weikel, of Spring City,
spent Sunday with his son John G.
Weikel and family.
Samuel Poley is having a large
bay window added to his house.
Joseph Walters is doing the car
penter work.
William Zollers is making prep
arations to build a barn on his
farm, near this borough, and the
improvement will afford many con
veniences. Joseph Walters has the
contract.
About forty-five members of
Economy Lodge No 397, I. O. of O.
F., of Collegeville, attended in a
body the service in the Lutheran
church, Sunday evening, and
listened attentively to a thoughtful
and helpful sermon by the pastor,
Rev. W. O. Fegely. The visitors
were well pleased with th.e sermon
and the music.

The flag factory has taken on a
EED CORN FOR SALE.
boom, and those who are employed
Stowèll’s Evergreen Sweet Corn for
there work way into the night.
planting; 15 cents per quart. Apply to
JOHN G. FETTEROLF,
Talk about a financial stringency 4-16-3t.
Yerkes, Pa.
when thirteen thousand persons at
EED POTATOES FOR SALE.
tend a base ball game, and always
“ British Queens” seed potatoes for
have a nickel to attend a moving
Fine quality, heavy cropper, disease
picture show. Takes money to en sale.
resister—from imported Irish seed.
gineer a presidential boom; takes
McDADE BROS., Oaks, Pa.
4-30.
money to keep the wheels agoing, Phone 4087 Phoenix Ex.
and its our experience it takes
EED POTATOES FOR SALE.
money to buy a shad.
Lot of Maine Rose seed potatoes for
The cherry and pear trees are sale. Apply to
ladened with blossoms, and about 4-30. HOWARD PENNYPACKER,
Trappe, Pa.
the time the fruit begins its effort
to be of any importance long comes
o r sale.
A desirable 3-story brick house with
a cold snap and good-bye cherries;
modern improvements, on Stanbridge
or a hail storm, and cherry pie is a all
street, Norristown. Address
rarity. The more advanced trees in
No. 1020 WEST MAIN STREET,
Norristown, Pa.
blossom, the blossoms came drifting 4-16-3t.
down like snow flakes in a high
wind Saturday,and we were treated
o r sa le.
For want of use, a Worcester Kemp
to a shower of blossoms. We can’t
manure
strongest made, new but
just remember when Arbor Day used for spreader;
a few loads; perfect order. Prieq,
conies round, but we propose to $90.00; cost $120.00.
4-30.
LITTLE MEADOWS FARMS.
plant a tree tomato that day.
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McAvoy’s Brick Works were
burned Thursday morning about 6
o ’clock. The whistle sounded the
alarm. Whether the fire originated
from a spark from a locomotive on
the Reading road, as the works are
near by the railroad, or from the
dry room, has not been decided,
Men are thrown out of employment,
and its a pity the only brick works
working should burn just at this
time.
The flag chanced off by the Oaks
Fire Company was gathered in by
Pete McBride, and he displayed his
gallantry by presenting the flag to
Miss Elsie Butt of Black Rock,
Miss Butt is deserving of recog
nition, as she has collected a snug
amount of money for the company.

F

o r sa le.

A Hartman top buggy with pole
and shafts; set of rubber-mounted harness,
Syracuse plow, 2 Planet Jr. cultivators,
hand hay and fodder cutter, and a Mc
Cormick mowing machine, all as good as
new. Apply to
JOHN SPANG,
4-15.
Near Eagleville.
OR S « L E OR RENT.
F Several fine farms
is and hotels in
Montgomery county. 200 to 300 acres.
Terms reasonable.
FRANK E. HALLMAN,
4-28.
823 Swede St., Norristown.
.
A part of a house in Collegeville.
Possession first of April. Apply to
H. L. SAYLOR,
3-12.
Collegeville, Pa.
or rent

F

A L B E R T SCHECKEN,

A. PEARLSTINE,
Near Level Scboolhouse.
Lower Providence, Pa.
4-16.

.
Hereafter the undersigned will de
N
liver to patrons on his routes strictly
o t ic e t o m e a t b u y e r s

steer meat, only; no cow meat.
N O T IC E ,
:
D. W. FAVINGER, Butche)*,
The annual meeting of the members
Trappe, Pa.
of the Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire In 4-2-3t.
surance Company of Montgomery county
wiil be held at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,
U. TYSON,
Collegeville, on Monday, May 4, 1908, at 1 j
o’clock p. m., for the purpose of electing
thirteen managers to serve for the ensuing
M ason and B ricklayer,
year.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
XTOTICE.
1^1 in the Orphans’ Court of Montgom
ery county. In the estate of Conrad
Keeler, deceased.
To Conrad Kooker, Elizabeth Morton,
Hannah Kooker, Edward Kooker, Mary
Miller, Jonas Keeler, Eli Keeler, Elizabeth
Keeler, Ephraim Keeler, Elizabeth Smith
and Charlotte Keeler, heirs of Conrad
Keeler, deceased.
Take notice that Augustus F. Helfrich
has filed his petition in . said Court aver
ring that he is the owner of a certain
messuage and tract of land in Lower
Pottsgrove township adjoining land of
Amos Reifsnyder, James S. Smith, Henry
H. Fritz, Aaron F. Saylor, Isaac M. Erb,
Jacob Schantz and others, containing 58
acres and 120 perches, particularly de
scribed in said petition which said lands
are charged in partition; proceedings in
said Court Sep. 27, 1841, with a recogniz
ance entered in, Recognizance Docket No.
2, phge 280, in $4,250.00, conditioned to pay
to the widow and heirs of said Conrad
Keeler, deceased, the purparts coming to
them under said proceedings. That no
payment of principal or interest has been
made thereon for 21 years; that the widow
has been dead for 30 years; that you are
the only known parties in interest and
that your residences are unknown, and
praying said Court to decree that said
lands be discharged from said recognizance
and the payment thereof. Wherefore, you
are required to appear in said Court on
Tuesday, the 19th day of May, A. D.,
1908, at 10 o’clock a. m., to answer said
petition, otherwise a decree will be en
tered in accordance with the prayer of the
petition.
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff.
Henry Freedley and O. L. Evans, attorneys
for petitioner.
Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa.. April
8, 1908.

EIMERIOK, PA.
Stone, brick, and cement work neatly exe
cuted. Estimates furnished and contracts
taken.
4-30-3m.

G

EO. A. WEN R IC H ,
■D EA LER IK —

S to v e s ,

R an g es,

Hot Air Furnaces,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA .
T in R oofin g a n d S p o u tin g D o n e
w ith Bent ((n a lity M ateria l.
Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove
Castings and Fire Bricks Supplied. Jobbing
promptly attended to.
4-4.
J O H N G. SAYLOR,
A G EN T FO B T B E C ELEB R A TED

Page Woven Wire Fence
|r~r
■H-PÂGE

And the Lion F e n c e .

Both are among the very best fencing on
the market and for cheapness and dura
bility cannot be excelled. For particulars
Our popular storekeeper, John U,
B oot 'and Sh oem ak er,
apply tb
Francis J r., has recovered from his
Carpenter and Builder,
JOHN G. SAYLOR, Near Eagleville, Pa.
Next door to post office, COLLEGE
recent illness.
VILLE, PA. All kinds of repairing done.
Mrs. Ann Brower, four-score Harness repaired. Your patronage so COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Jobbing promptly R.D. No. 1, Norristown. Bell ’phone 45-M.
4-2-3m.
attended to. Estimates furnishe 1. 4-30-4t
3-12.
years and more, walked from the licited.
■ ^ M . W ILLS,

4

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

She has so much money she doesn’t
EDISON THE VICTOR.
know w hat to do with it all, but folks
have just found It o u t She has pre Me Humbled the Pride of the
Fast
tended to be poor for reasons. We’re
Telegraph Operator.
both going because you said you
Edison made his first record as s
would.”
telegraph operator In Memphis. A con
“I would do anything or go any temporary says he came walking Into
By In a W rig h t H anson.
where to please you, little girl,” 1 the office one morning looking like a
answered with so much meaning th at
Copyrighted. 1907, by C. H. Sutcliffe.
Iolanthe flushed and her dear eyes veritable hayseed. He wanted a Job,
and, although his appearance was not
wavered before my gaze. I don’t know
prepossessing, the office was short
The Oldest Trust faipjnHu^ontgume^o^^J
P
Looking up from a long drawn reverie !
b°w it happened, but suddenly I handed, and he was assigned a desk at
W m
before the unfinished picture on my |
my dream In my arms—my unre the S t Louis wire, the hardest In the
C A P I T A L , $ 250 , 0 0 0 .0 0
easel, I saw Iolanthe beaming a t me slsting, perfect, red lipped dream—and office. “At the end of the line was an
I was qqj|^ mad with delight
from the doorway.
S U R P LU S , $ 2 5 0 , 0 0 0 .0 0
operator who was chain lightning and
Then presently she cried out that I knew it,” says Francis Arthur Jones
"Come on!” she cried. "P ut up your
work and come with me Into the coun must never let anything come between “Life of Edison.”
try. I believe you don’t even know It us.
“Edison had hardly got seated before
“ ‘Nor height nor depth nor any other S t Louis called. The newcomer re
Is May day. Don’t you remember ‘the
month of May, when the air is so full creature,’ ” I said reverently.
sponded, and St. Louis started on a
“ ‘Nor any other creature,’ ” she re long report which he pumped In like
of sweetness and love that even one
paid by th is Com pany on Savings
shaving begins to feel an affection for peated after me and made me say it a house afire. Edison threw his leg
D eposits for every day th e m oney is
every
little
while
all
the
rest
of
that
another shaving?’ Come, let us a May
on deposit. T his Com pany has paid
over the arm of his chair, leisurely
wonderful day, and I did not tell her transferred a wad of spruce gum from
ing go.”
to its Savings D epositors 3 p e rc e n t,
in te re st for over 2 3 years,
“I can’t,” I answered. “I’m up about my fortune after all, though I his pocket to his mouth, took up a
against I t I’m crowded to the wall. had Intended to. When you come to pen, examined It critically and started
A.nd is known fo r its
think of I t money Is a sordid thing to In about fifty words behind. He didn’t
I ’m broke.”
STRENGTH and SAFETY
Iolanthe laughed—the sweetest sound discuss when two folks are quaffing stay there long, though. S t Louis let
CONSERVATIVE M ETHODS
nectar and nibbling ambrosia.
In this wise old world.
out another link of speed, and still an
CARE and INTEGRITY
The next evening I went to the re other, and the Instrument on Edison’s
’“I had an Intuition so, but that
COURTESY and LIBERALITY
doesn’t matter. This Is my tre a t You ception and was presented to the lady table hummed like an old style Singer
and SOLIDITY
see, Isabel Dory took me to dinner yes of riches. It seemed to me th at all the sewing machine. Every man In the
Deposits of ONE DOLLAR and upward received
terday, so I have enough to take us pic room hushed Its breath and waited office left his desk and gathered around
nicking today. Come, brave knight while we two went through what was the jay to see what he was doing with
required of us. It seemed to me th at I that electric cyclone.
put on thy helmet and hasten.”
I hastened. No one could resist Io lived an eon before we were free from
“Well, sir, he was right on the word
lanthe. I took her little covered bas the great eye of the room and In some and taking It down In the prettiest cop
ket, and we went along the hall and place where there were a splash of perplate hand you ever saw, even
down the stairs, with mock-doleful w ater and quiet and heavy perfume of crossing his ‘t’s’ and dotting his ‘i’s’ Guard Yourselves
messages following us from our fellow flowers. There in the dim light she and punctuating with as much care as
workers, who were not going out Into stood, slender as an English laburnum a man editing telegraph for printers. Against All Defects
tree, swaying In her yellow silken robes S t Louis got tired by and by and be
the blosoming May day world.
The undersigned will furnish and erect
In the title to your purchase of real
AT
“W hat car are we going to take?” toward me. Her hands, weighted with gan to slow down. Then Edison open
estate. Have the NORRISTOWN
ID EA L B O ILER S and guarantee satis
Jewels, were held out to me. Her ed the key and said:
I asked as we reached the street.
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
TRUST COMPANY examine your
mouth th at I had kissed was smiling
Iolanthe blushed deliciously.
“ ‘Hello, there! When are you going
title and issue a Title Insurance Policy
F R E E D BO ILERS — excellent steam
"We are not going to take a car. You a t me—was saying:
to get a hustle on? This Is no primer
guaranteeing you against loss in
“ ‘Nor any other creature!’ ”
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
see, I got so Interested In buying a
class.'
future years. Information on Title
I stood there staring a t this wonder
ured by the Steam Fitters’ Heater Company
‘scrumptious’ lunch th at I forgot about
“Well, sir,” said the gentleman in
Insurance will be gladly furnished to
ful new Iolanthe, and all I could thinh- conclusion, “that broke S t Louis all
the car, and”—
of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and
those who care to write or call.
“I see,” I said gravely. “And you of and all I said was:
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
up. He had been rawhiding Memphis
don’t know how glad I am th at we are
and all kinds of 8team Fitting and Plumb
"Barefooted came the beggar maid.
AND while waiting to have your title ex
for
a
long
time,
and
we
were
terribly
Before the king Cophetua!”
to walk. I t is so much healthier.
ing done at reasonable prices.
amined, deposit your money with us.
sore, and to have a man In our office
— INThen we won’t have to mingle with
Which, considering the circum who could walk all over him made us W e a llo w 3 p er ce n t, on A ctive
the plebeians on a common car. When stances, could hardly have been more feel like a man whose horse had won
A ccounts.
absurd.
rich aristocrats like us”—
44.
the Derby.”
We a llo w 3 p er cen t, on S a v in g s
COLLEGEVILLE, PA .
Iolanthe’s laugh rang out; then she
Iolanthe glanced up a t me rather
A ccounts.
sharply, I thought It couldn’t be that came closer to me, and her eyes grew
THRILLING SPORT.
she knew—of course she couldn’t know. very grave.
No one knew but my uncle’s lawyer
“Dearest,” she whispered, "I was too Rafting Down the Canyon* of an Un
and myself, and maybe my uncle. I rich to be happy, and so I ran away
u
mapped Glacial River,
wondered If my uncle did know In from everybody and went to work In
m
With provisions for only ten days a
th a t unknown country he had lately the studio. I wanted to accomplish
DeKalb and Main Sts.
I
entered. By and by I should tell Iolan something. I wanted folks to say, ‘She party of explorers In Alaska found one
ft
the that, when the preliminaries were is a great painter,’ not ‘She Is the rich September that they must build rafts
1
OUTING FLANNELS, Flannelettes
over, I should have enough money to est girl in the country.’ Then I found and take their chances of letting the
plain
and
fancy
patterns.
§
sw
ift
river
carry
them
to
settlements
buy her everything she wanted, even you, and—and—I didn’t care any more
If on this blithe day I had not a pen- for fame, because I wanted something where food could be obtained; other
greater, love—your love—and—you said wise ice and snow would shut them in
UNDERWEAR for Men, Women and
ft
‘Nor any other creature,’ you know from all hope of rescue. In “The
Children.
»
Shameless Diary of an Explorer” Rob
you did!”
n
“And meant It, too, my angel!" I ex ert Dunn tells of the journey on the
BED BLANKETS and COMFORT
claimed, coming out of my trance and roughly made rafts.
i
12 K IND S
“At 11 o’clock today began the most
ABLES
variety of patterns at low
taking her hands In mine. “You shall
thrilling
sport
I
Jtnow,
rafting
down
f
t
prices.
give me all the money you think I
Russia Calf
the snaky canyons of an unmapped,
f
t
need, and I will sit on the throne with glacial
river.
you like a good little man.”
Light Color
SHOES in many styles, Rubber Boots,
“Fred and I captained the Mary Ann
“I am so glad you are going to be
$2, 12.80, $3. Felt Boots, Overshoes, etc.
1“ making your purchases at
II.,
the
other
three
the
Ethel
May.
We
sensible!” she said fervently.
f t FENTON’S STORE. Years of
rasped
and
hauled
them
over
the
gravel
Russet Viei,
And then I had to explain to her
shadows of our tributary, shot out
HORSE BLANKETS, in fine assort f t experience enables the proprietor
why I was laughing.
to know just what to buy, how
between the main walls of the stream Dark, *1.50, *2.00, *2.50, *3.00; high and ment; Robes, Stable Blankets.
to buy, and bow to sell the thouand seized upon th at boiling current
low heels, in all kinds. YOU GET SUITED
No Use For a Pessimist.
f t sand and more articles kept In
“We reached silently from cliff to and FITTED here. PATENT COLT Ox
HARDWARE, Guns and Ammunition f t : stock In a thoroughly equipped f t
Freddie and his mother were having cliff, jammed pike poles Into the slate
a thoroughly satisfactory romp when shelf overhead, twirled out of eddies. fords for dress; some very fine ones, *3.00
^
general store.
a visitor was announced. As one top We bumped and grounded. We dashed *2.50, *2.00, *1.50. We have shoes in all
EVERYTHING in Groceries. New
the
leathers
above
named
and
prices.
ic of conversation after another came overboard and on the run eased her
In DRY GOODS, GROCERCornmeal, Buckwheat Flour, Mince Meat, f t
C H IL D R E N ’S SHOES. A Large etc., etc.
up it developed that the caller was in across shallows. We tugged half an
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
an extraordinarily pessimistic frame of hour to make an Inch at each shove stock of them in all kinds. Russets have
GOODS, or in any department of
mind and expressed her disapproval in through the gravel, suddenly plunged the call this season.
§ the big store on the corner you
no measured terms of everything and in to our necks, and she leaped free as
f t will find what you want at the
WB ATE OUB “SCRUMPTIOUS” LUNCH,
everybody under discussion.
right price.
we scrambled on.
uy, and all due to a never known rich
This impartial “knocking” disturbed
“Bowlders rose through white ruffs
I
.
.
N
T
C
E
,
old uncle, now dead. But Iolanthe was Freddie’s amiable soul mightily, and of w ater In midchannel. We might or
Ready-made Pantaloons and
proud, so first I would win her prom he slowly drew nearer and nearer un might not hang on them for a perpen
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
Main S t , N orristow n, Pa.
f
t
ise—win It while she believed me poor til he finally stood before the lady, dicular minute.
Boots and Shoes are among the
as herself.
with his small face puckered and the
specialties.
“You must be very handy with a
Purity and courage and gentleness corners of his mouth drawn down.
pole. Yon must have a hair fine eye
and beauty—that was my Iolanthe.
Crockery and Glassware, Paints, f t
IT WILL
She stopped In the midst of an “Oh, for moving angles, the strength of an
f t Oil, Putty, Hardware.
Mine? Ah, when our May day was a dreadful bore, my dear!” to say:
eddy, the depth of foam ruffling over
over, should I be calling her mine?
ft
“Why, Freddie, please do unscrew a stump. You must be surer of the
Gents’ Furnishing Geods In
“Who are you today?” she asked, your face. I don’t like to see little length of your pole than a polo player
Variety.
stopping to fill her lungs with the boys look like th a t”
of the reach of his mallet. You must
buoyant air.
---- TO VISIT-----Freddie surveyed her for a moment be quicker than a Slwash dog. You G A R D E N and F I E L D S E E D S
We had a habit of playing we were and then said trenchantly, but with must know the different weight of
OF A L L K IN D S .
other folks when we went on these ex- an obviously sincere wish for Informa each log down to ounces, the balance
ft
> curslons—childish no doubt, but we tion:
of the duffel piled high like a dais,
were never going to grow old, we said,
“I guess you don’t like most any covered with the tent and the bean pot
* e AMD 1 3 8 W . MAIM ST .,
so it was best to be children a long thing, do you?”—New York Times.
ft
’ ft
the mackinaws and the ax lashed to
time.
Poultry Wire.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA .
ft
all the lashings. I t’s a pretty game.”
S 9 ° D se r v ic e a b l e f t
¡shoes for Men, Women and Children
“Why, I am King Cophetua,” I an
A Bad Shot.
at the LOWE8T POSSIBLE
swered promptly, with a great Inflat
i
A hot headed Irishman accidentally
Fence Wire.
PRICES.
A Risky Subject.
ing of my kingly chest and throwing insulted an equally hot headed French
"Do you think, sweetheart,” queried
back of my kingly head as we walk man, who Insisted on fighting a duel
We give. *10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps f t
^
ft
on all purchases of *1.00 or more.
ed on.
with the Hibernian to wipe out the the young man with the evenly divid
ed
hair,
“that
your
father
will
con
ft
ft
slight. The Irishman suggested that
"Her arms across her breast she laid;
ftftftftftftftftftftftftft
She was more fair than words can say. the two of them should each draw a sent to our marriage?”
“Well,” replied the fair one, “of
- In robe and crown the king stept down
card from a pack, and the one wtfo
CHAS. A. SABELOSKY,
To meet and greet her on her way.”
papa will be sorry to lose me,
drew the lowest was to go Into an ad course
By the Pound, Pint, Quart or Gallon.
but”—
“Who are yon today, Iolanthe?”
26 AND 138 W. MAIN 8TREET,
FRANK W. SHALK0P,
joining room and blow his brains out.
“But,” Interrupted the rash youth,
"It’s a pretty story,” she mused, not The Frenchman demurred a t first, but
10-11.
NORRISTOWN,
PA.
answering my question, “but suppose finally fell In with the idea, and the “I will remind him that Instead qf los
(Successor to John 8. Kepler,)
it were turned around. Suppose that two opponents drew out the cards, one ing a daughter he will gain a son.”
“Dearest,”
rejoined
the
wise
maid,
It were Queen Cophetua and the beg of which was bound to carry death In
gar man. Would he be good and let Its wake. The Irishman drew the low “If you really want me you mustn’t
her love him? And would he be will est card, and, with a smile, he charged say anything of the kind. Papa has
ing to sit on the throne with her?”
E sta b lish e d
his revolver and betook himself off to three such sons boarding with him Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
1875.
TR A PPE, PA.
“Oh, that’s different!” I said. “Of a small anteroom to complete the trag now, and he’s a little touchy on the
subject”
PAINTS, TOOLS, ETC.,
course a man could not take favors edy. Presently a loud report rang out,
from a woman. The beggar man and the white faced people ran wildly
Queer Milk.
would have to go out Into the world to the little anteroom, fully expecting
Many specimens of unconscious hu N o . 2 0 5 B ridge S t.,
and win his fortune. He couldn’t take to see the Irishman a gory corpse. In
it from his queen. You know he stead he came coolly along the passage mor are received by the editors of that
P H ffiS IXVILLE, P A .
couldn’t, don’t you, Iolanthe?”
to meet them, and as they stared won- monumental work, the “Imperial Gazet
teer of India.” A district was said to Both ’Phones. J. P. 8TETLER, Manager.
"No, I don’t know anything about deringly at him he cried:
be “an extensive rolling plain, consist
It,” she said a bit crossly. But Iolanthe
“Begorra, Oi missed meself!”
ing of alternate ridges of bare stony
never could stay cross long enough to
AND
hills and narrow fertile valleys.” An
make it pay, so In a moment she was
Peculiar “Cure Stones.”
I will have tbe assistance of Daniel Shuler,
Interesting Item of natural history was
talking merrily again.
an undertaker of many years’ experience,
Occupying an Isolated position on the
afforded
by
the
remark,
“The
buffalo
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
Presently we reached the spot we moors about five or six miles above
expectations of those who will entrust me to
were bound for, a spot of sun and Penzance, In Cornwall, a peculiar trio differs from the cow In giving milk against loss by death from disease or acci
serve
them.
shade and running water and new of stones Is to be seen. They are ar which Is richer In butter fat, in voice dent in the L O W E R P ROVI DE NCE
IN VARIETY.
MUTUAL
LIVE
STOCK
INSURANCE
CO.
and
In
having
no
hump.”
—
London
spring flowers. We ate our “scrump ranged in a straight line, the two out
N T Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
Full amount of appraisement paid when loss
tious” lunch, and then we sang and side ones being four feet high and up (Globe.
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water ders received by telephone or telegraph. -25
occurs.
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
talked and had long spells of social right, while the center one Is a little
I. Z. REINER, President.
Weddings and Parties.
Poured.
silence, and all the while I was won lower, but much wider. In the las!
D.
M.
CASSELBERRY,
Secretary.
“I
have
poured
every
day
this
week
Dead Animals Removed
dering how I should make her say mentioned there Is a round hole large
JO H N H . C U S T E R ,
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
“yes” if a t first she happened to say enough to admit of a man passing a t some function or other,” remarked
22juCOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
the vivacious girl.
F R E E OF CH ARG E.
“no.”
through. This pile Is known as .the
A p p r a ise r s :
“Well, well!” murmured the old gen
“I am going to tell you a pretty “Men-an-tol,” or “holed stone.” Popu
I will pay *1.00 for Dead Horses and
story,” she remarked after one of lar tradition states th at any one crawl tleman who overheard her. “Now I THEO. DETWILER, Eaglevllle.
*1.00 for Dead Cows.
H. H. ROBISON, Collegeville.
G ASOLINE ENGINES.
these silences. “It’s a true one too. I ing through the hole in the center stone know what is meant by the term ‘a
’Phone—Bell, 11-L.
W.
E.
BEAN,
Trooper.
am invited and so are you, and you’ll will be forever Immune from rheuma reigning belle.’ ”—St. Louis Republic.
Gasoline Engines for sale, all sizes.
go, won’t you?”
Steam Engines, Threshers, Saw Mills, G eo. W . S ch w eik er,
tism and allied complaints. In times
No man prospers In this world .by
“Oh, sure!” I answered recklessly. gone by the country people used to
Feed Mills, other machinery taken in ex
“Where?”
PROVIDENCE SQ UARE, PA.
bring their children to the holed stone luck unless it be the luck of getting up f i ET TOUR P o s te r s P r in te d a* change. Write for prices. Agents wanted.
“A. reception tomorrow evening to and pass them through.—Strand Maga early, working hard and maintaining VT
th e In d e p e n d e n t OtHee.
THE
GEISER
M’F
’G
CO.,
honor and Integrity.—Beecher.
v
meet the richest girl you ever saw. zine.
A d v e r tise Y onr S a le s in tb e
223-225 S. Warren St., Trenton, N. J. In d e p e n d e n t.

NorAnyOther
Creature.

M ontgomery T rust C o

118 West Main St., Norristown, Pa

3

PER CENT.
INTEREST

ÔAll GAINS

B ro w iM s Store

J. H . BOLTON,

Seasonable

Norristown Trust Co.

- Goods -

1 YOU WILL
i
MAKE NO I
MISTAKE

Women

a.

E. G. Brownback, Trappe.

- W hen in Norristown -

CLOVER SEED.

P A Y YOU

SADELOSm SHOE STORES,

i W . P. FENTON, ft

i

HP

s

ATLAS READY-MIXED PAINT

Theif.H.BenjaminCo. THE OLD STAND Undertaker - Embalmer

Choice Bread

Insure Your HorsesuHE

Cakes

SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY

O LA M BR ’S GRIST MILL,
C o lle g e v ille ,

$10 to $25.

Po the BEST CHOPPING and is the BEST PLACE to get the BEST FEED, such as
Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats
feed for plenty of milk, etc., etc.,

AT THE LOW EST CASH PRICE.
Our excellent equipment and obliging employes enable us to supply your needs
SETTER and QUICKER than any other mill.
Give us a call and we will supply your wants at short notice.

F. J. CLAMER.
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.

“It’s J u st L ike This!”

Superb clothes that are the
extreme of value and quality
for Men and Young Men that
are not satisfied with mere body
covering—ready-to-wear clothes
that are not in the ready-made
class and that cost no more than
the ready-made do—-You’re in
vited to come in and examine
these unusual clothes.

When you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your Soft and Stiff Hats are Ready.
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to All but one or two styles here are
confined exclusively to this store.
plan and execute the work.

“ It’s Just Like This!” Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
proper conditions they last for generations.

“ It’s Just Like This!”

Whoever likes fine felts, perfect
workmanship and correct workman
ship, can’t resist. Root Hats in the
new style for spring. Special styles
for young men and conservative
styles for older men make easy pick
ing here for all tastes. Dunlap Stiff
Hats, $3.50 to $5. Stetson Soft Hats,
$3 and $3.50. Other Hats, 50c. to $3.

We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water Children’s Tams, 50c. to $1.
Mothers, bring your children here
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
for their new headwear. Tams in
material and workmanship.
Golf Red, Blues, Brown, White and
Gray, at 50c. and $1.
usually nice, too.

“ It’s Just Like This!”

They’re un

When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
50c. Knitted Four-in-Hands 35c
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
They’re just the same kind that
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

GEO. F. C LA M ER ,
i-i2.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA,

H O I.» OK T H E R E !
Be careful cot to place your orders for
Building or other Lumber until we bave had
»ehanceto estimate on your wants. We
ire certain to give you entire satisfaction as
u to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
We may save you a dollar or two. also.
Come and see us.

I am fully equipped at my New
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
mile South of Perkicmen Bridge,
to serve my old patrons and in
vite new ones to give me a trial.
All work guaranteed.
C arriages an d B u sin e ss
W agon s B u ilt to O rder
a t R igh t P r ic e s.
Now ready for Spring Painting
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
done in the shop. Horseshoeing
and General Repairing. Keystone
’Phone.
R . II. « R A T E R ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
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S . G R O S S F R Y ’S

-FURNITURESPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN TOUR
HOU8EFURNISHINGS.

THE ENTERPRISE

Railroad H ouse, C o lleg ev ille, Pa. T h e fir st th in g to d e c id e , is :
Good teams furnished promptly at rea*
sonable prices. Moving and heavy haul
ing done.
3-30

Y Y ^ o rk s.

H. E. BRANDT, « Proprietor* W hen in N orristow n, Pa..
ST O P a t t h e

W alnut S treet and S even th
A ve., Royersford, Pa.

RAM B 0 HO USE,
(Opposite Court Honse).

FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.

331 H igh S treet,

P O T T S T O W N . PA .

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

G - r a n ite

R. M . R O O T ,

Livery ^ Boarding Stable

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,

—AND—

Only a handful of these wonderful
Silk Petticoats left, and unless you
come soon you’ll be unable to get
the greatest Silk Petticoat ever
offered. Every garment a perfect
quality and beautifully made. We
have shipped them in every direc
tion, and as far as Buffalo, N. Y.
Everybody considers them wonder
ful bargains. $2 Hydegrade Azelia
Petticoats, $1.29.

I

W.H. GRISTOCK’S SONS

MARBLE X&

other stores are selling for 50c.
Just because the maker didn’t have
a half dozen of each pattern he con
sidered them odds and ends. That's
the reason they’re 35c. instead of
50c. Cross stripes and plain colors.

$5 and $7 Silk Petticoats $3.59.

m

---- oOo----

“ W here w ill I p u r c h a se ?”
Before making your choice, it will be to
your advantage to call and examine stock
and secure prices at

The Collegeville Furniture Store
Where It Is always a pleasure to SHOW
GOODS.
A FULL LINE of all grades of

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.

Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin
tSUT" First-class Accommodations for Uan oleums.

and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.

Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

the

B E S T HARNESS
m ade to o r d e r

S

.

brirt?" 6^oc'5 °f harness supplies, saddles,
Vint ’
blankets for summer and
UnQ.L stableJjrooms, combs, brushes, &c.
“«PAIRING OF HARNESS a specialty.
in»!0.®'10*®6 grade cigars. Special atten
uate box trade.

w . E. JO H N SO N ,

F U R N IS H I N G ■

Undertaker - Embalmer
Anyone sending a sketch and description may
qnlckly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOKon Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munu & Co. receive
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year ; four months, $L Sold by ¿1 newsdealers.

NIUNN&Co.
361 Broadway, New York
Branch Office, o25 F St* Washington, D. C.

S u b scrib e for T b e In d e p e n d e n t.
EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR

I he spoke of going to the city she had
a w o n d erlan d .
| gently said th at her duty was to care F
j for her bereaved father.
He had used the argument that her New Zealand’s Belt of Geysers of
Boiling Water.
1 great duty was toward herself, but she
If one can Imagine a furious and ac
i thrust the idea from her, and in the
| end he had flung away from her, de- tive volcano with a crater a thousand
i daring that she did not love him, else miles in extent, sunk level with the
| she would- see that he had greater earth and thinly covered with a screen
.. By LESTER ROSE . . .
I rights than her father, for whom she of soli, one has some idea of the awe
] had worked all the best years of her inspiring “wonderland” of New Zea
land's north island. You cannot poke
life.
a stick into the ground without start
He
had
not
written
after
that,
not
Jimmy propped the card against the
ing a boiling spring, and wherever
sugar bowl, and while he huriedly ate even to tell of his success. This was you turn the ground Is fairly alive
the
first
time
he
had
seen
her
hand
his breakfast his eyes seldom wan
writing since he had left Arlington, with geysers of boiling water—steam
dered from the picture. Della, the din and his eyes grew soft as he studied jets and blowholes, with quivering vol
ing room girl, regarded him scornfully. the chirography. Then his chief en canoes and gurgling "mud pots.” ail
What was the use of mooning over a tered the office, and Jimmy had to colored fantastically with rainbow
hues, ranging from brilliant sapphire
picture postal with npver a word to bend to his work.
But thoughts of Arlington were to vivid scarlet Stranger still, the
tell who It was from?
entire face of this region is constantly
It was rather a pretty picture, a strangely mixed with the details of ac changing in shape and color, and there
quiet little town nestling on the bank counts, and when the noon hour came are Lot springs here stretching, in a
of a broad stream, but It might have he sought an Interview with the head continuous chain for 300 miles. The
been a love letter from the way Jim of his room. The latter was looking ground throbs and quivers with vol
for an opening for a cousin and was
my stared at it. Twice Delia had to .glad enough to let Jimmy go without canic activity, and set in the midst of
remind him that he must leave the the usual two weeks’ wait. Three days it all are native Maori villages of sur
passing interest, a strange race of
house by three minutes past 8 in ordei later Jimmy was in Arlington.
to catch the last car that would land
His first call was on the Brewsters, magnificent savages, who. although
him at the office on time.
bat the tiny maid told him that Miss they have been cannibals within tbe
Delia knew to a fraction of a second Bessie had gone to town for a shop memory of man. are now a highly in
when each of Mrs. Beeman’s twoscore ping tour and would not be back until telligent race and actually send rep
boarders must leave. Driggs jestingly evening.
When the evening train resentatives to the parliament in Wel
*
called her the "human alarm clock.”
rolled up to the little platform and lington.
The n a tiv e women, gorgeous Id gar
Recalled to ea^th by the second sug Bessie descended from the car steps,
gestion, Jimmy thrust the card into his her arms loaded with bundles. It was ments of crimson, green a n d purple,
breast pocket and sprinted down the Jimmy who stepped forward to relieve are forever puffing stolidly at big
street to the comer. Once on the car her of her burden and who guided her p ip e s and going hither and th itb e r
he took out the card again and had to through the little knot, of station about their household w o rk w ith tb e
Q u a in te st of babies slung across their
walk back three blocks because he loungers.
backs. This reminds me th a t d o m es
was carried pasf the office building
“You are back for a visit?” asked tic work in this strange region is
still studying the picture.
Bessie when they had cleared the made light in d ee d for /White house
After all, it was a picture well worth crowd. Jimmy shook his head.
wives as w ell as the Maori w om en.
the study, for Arlington was one of
“I came because of your postal,” he
the prettiest towns in his native state. explained. “It made me homesick, and Every garden and back yard has its
hot water provided by nature
Postal cards with local views were I Just had to come.”
And when these easy going people
something new for the little town.
“I’m sorry”— she began, but Jimmy grow hungry the mother prepares a
Jimmy could remember the stir which ■topped her.
meat pudding or a Joint and drops
the first illustrated postal received by
“I’m not,” he declared. “I’m glad. I
an Arlingtonian had made. Sarah never was so glad about anything be it into a convenient pot of natural
Coyne, to whom it was addressed, had fore. It was like a message that I had boiling water in the earth, and in a
few minutes it Is cooked. The same
let the postmistress keep it for a to answer.”
conveniences are still more in evi
whole week th at all might see the curi
“But now it may make you only dence on washing day. Stepping care
osity. It had attracted more attention dissatisfied to go back,” cried the girl.
fully through a tangle of boiling gey
than the first Philippine stamp.
"That’s Just the beauty of it all,”
Now, it was evident that some ama explained Jimmy. “I’m not going sers and gurgling mud pots, one sud
denly comes upon a great collection of
teur photographer had taken a picture back.
I guess Arlington’s a big
of Arlington from the hill. Jimmy enough place for me to stay in, espe native women and girls doing their
washing in a vast smoking lake big
could almost locate the exact spot cially”—
enough to have steamers on It.—W.
where he had often stood. It was over
“Especially?” she repeated as Jim T. Fitz-Gerald in S t Nicholas.
my paused.
“Look here,” he said, speaking rap
LIVING PROOF OF IT.
idly and with a voice th at betrayed the
Intensity of his feelings. “I know i
don’t deserve to be permitted to speak How Marriage Develops the Best
Traits In a Man.
to you after the way I acted about
“By the way, Mary,” said Mr. Winyour staying here when I wanted you
to marry me and go to town. I’ve for terbottom, “young Ascot asked for
feited all right even to see you, but if my advice today about getting mar
you could only know the time I’ve put ried.”
Mrs. 'Winterbottom looked up from
In since I got that card you’d be sorry
for me, even if I did act like a brute. the pile of socks that she was darn
You were rig h t Bess, in staying; ing. “And what advice did you give
with your father. I was all wrong, j him, John?” she said.
But I am sorry. Do you think that f “Er—hand me them matches, will
perhaps some time we might be | you? My pipe’s o u t” said Winterbot
tom.
friends—good friends—once more?”
She transferred the mound of mend
“We are friends now,” said Bessie
softly, “else you would not be walk ing from her lap to a chair, rose and,
taking the matches to her husband,
ing with me.”
“I don’t mean th a t” objected Jim quietly resumed her work again.
“Well,” continued Mr. Winterbottom,
my. “It’s not ju st friendship I ask.
It is something more. I want a chance wallowing in his big chair, “I told
to regain your love. Do you think Ascot to go ahead and marry at once.
that there would be a chance for me I told him what I have always be
lieved—namely, that nothing develops
in time?”
Something in his tones told the girl the best traits In a man’s character
of his sincerity and his loneliness. He like matrimony. Nothing, 1 told him,
had hurt her cruelly In those, old days, so splendidly brings into blossom
but she had felt sure that he would those seeds of unselfishness, of self
come back to her. Her face grew sacrifice, that lie dormant in even the
softer as she laid a hand upon his arm. best of bachelors. The bachelor thinks
“Why wait, Jim?” she asked. “You only of himself. The married man,
IT WAS JIMMY WHO STEPPED FORWARD.
forgets himself In the protecting care
have learned your lesson.”
in the Pruyn lot, where the boys used
The bundles fell to tbe hard packed that he must eternally lavish upon
to coast In winter. It was too steep snow as Jimmy rapturously caught wife and babes. Coarse, selfish brutes
for the girls. One could easily run her in his arms. As he recovered the of bachelors I have seen transmuted
clear to the river on a good pointer.
bundles one crushed under his grasp, by marriage Into a fine gold of such
But there was no hint of snow in and there was the tinkle of broken self forgetfulness and tender consider
ation, such delicate solicitude and
this picture. The trees that fringed glass.
the river bank were in full leaf, the
courtesy—er—as”—
Bess gave a cry of dismay.
Mr. Winterbottom had been slapping
lone willow that grew on the tiny is
"You’ve broken the lamp I bought
his pockets and frowning. Now he
land was draped in green, and Jimmy for the parlor,” she reproached.
could fairly smell the mint and the
Jimmy laughed happily. “I’ll buy a stopped abruptly. “Here’s my pipe
sweet flag In the marsh where the dozen lamps for the parlor—our par out,” he said, “and 1 forgot to bring
down that pouch again. Do you mind,
creek through the Newmans’ lot form lor,” he promised recklessly.
Mary? It’s on the dressing table in
ed a confluence with the river.
Somehow It brought Arlington back
the fourth story front.”
Thackeray
and
the
Scotch.
with startling distinctness. He had
Mrs. Winterbottom. with pleasant
A glimpse of Thackeray is given in alacrity, hastened from the room.—
supposed that he had forgotten the
town in his two hurried years of city “Memoirs of a London Club,” by Da New York Press.
life, but with the picture before him vid Masson.
At all our meetings at the Garrick
it was as though he had ju st climbed
Spoiled the Prayer.
the hill from the little red house that and at Our club Thackeray always
A west end man who had been out
was hidden In the picture by the new seemed to me, in spite of his light hu with a party of friends sipping from
brick Methodist church. They were mor and his. habitual nickname of the bowl of joy more than usual stag
Just finishing the steeple when he had “Thack” among his friends, to be a gered home, at a loss to know how to
come away. Now It proudly reared its man apart, a sad and highly sensitive conduct himself to prevent his wife
man, a man with whom nobody could knowing he was intoxicated. After
head above all the other buildings.
Jimmy turned the card over and re take a liberty.
turning the question over in his mind
I t was at one of the larger dinners several times he decided that it would
garded its face. The blurred post
mark seemed like an old friend. He of Our club—it may have been a be well for him to knee) In prayer just
could look through the glass partition Shakespeare birthday dinner about the before retiring, as he sometimes did.
where the boxes were empty, down in year 1860—that I chanced to sit next
“What in the world are you doing
the corner nearest the drug store, and to Thackeray, and in the intervals of there, John?” asked his wife.
see Emma Sherman industriously the speeches we had a good deal of
“Praying.”
quiet talk. But in Our club gatherings
stamping the mail.
“Well, your prayer might have more
there
was
often
a
lapse
Into
what
we
He could hear the double thud as
effect if you took off that silk hat.”—
called
the
“war
of
the
nationalities,”
she struck first a letter and then the
St. Louis Republic, i
ink pad. He could hear the com which consisted of good humored mu
ments of the men waiting for the mall tual chaff and banter between the Eng
Can We Pull Anything?
to be sorted. He could even see the lish members and the two or three
Sir Oliver Lodge, the eminent Eng
recruiting poster with Its gaudy pic Scottish and Irish members of the lish scientist, said in a lecture that
tures of uniformed soldiers, a glory of club. It may have been this th at some there is no such thing as pulling. To
blue and red and yellow, In the midst how suggested the following bit of speak of a horse pulling a cart was, he
of the more somber bills announcing Thackeray’s talk with me:
said, incorrect. The horse did not pull
“D’ye know,” he said, “that; though the c a rt It pushed against its collar
auction sales and the prim handwrit
ing of the notice of the social of tfie I can describe an Irishman perfectly, and thereby produced motion In tile
I never could describe a Scotchman?”
Ladies’ Aid society.
c a rt Similarly the oarsman pushed
I reminded him of Mr. Binnle.
But, most of all, the neat writing of
the water, and the man drawing a
“Oh,” he said, “that’s not what I handcart had to clasp the handle, and
the address held his thoughts. It need
ed no signature to tell him the name mean; that’s a mere facsimile of a the driving force was caused by the
of the sender. Only Bessie Brewster man I know, a mere description from part which clasped the handle and was
wrote like that. He recalled the long, life. But what I mean is, I couldn’t therefore behind it. Even If the cart
happy years when they two had plan invent a Scotchman. I should go was fastened to the man’s coat tail he
ned to seek the city together. He was wrong. But, oh, I’m quite at home did not pull i t He pushed against his
assured of a position through his un with tbe Irish character!”
clothes.
cle’s influence, and Bessie would keep
house for him and perhaps in time be
Considerate.
With a Satirical Streak.
able to write for the magazines. The Ar
“And would you marry me if I were
French tact is proverbial. A rather
lington Times had used some of her tiresome marquis came up yawning to a poor girl, working for a living?” ask
stories and had called editorial atten the Prince de Ligne of the court of ed the heiress.
tion to them.
“Darling,” responded the accepted
Louis XVI.
It had all been a glorious dream, but
“That was exactly what I was going suitor, “It wouldn’t be fair. You’d be
Bessie’s mother had died, and when to say to you,” observed the prince doing enough in supporting yourself.”—
thev Graduated from high school and
Philadelphia Ledger.
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Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention.

Joh n L. B ech te l,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
’P h o n e N o . 18.
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EDITORIAL COMMENTS
/ At this writing the Republican State
Convention is in session at Harrisburg.

S P E C IA L M E S S A G E

T he following suggestive and illumin (he President F urther Outlines His
ating statement was recently made by Thomas
Views as to Legislation.
COLLEGE VILLB, MONTGOMERY CO. PA. Fortune Ryan in his testimony in the suit of
the Metropolitan Street Railway Company in
New York: “Ninety-five per cent, of the STRENGTHEN ANTITRUST LAW
E. S. M oser, Editor and Proprietor.
capital stock of American railways is water.
Yet these issues of stock put out in our great
T hursday, April 3 0 ,1 9 0 8 .
speculative eras are now accepted by banks Government Should Control Large Cor
porations and Limit Should Be Placed
as collateral.” No wonder many benevolent
On Labor Injunctions— Legitimate
F rom the New York Sun: No one dis and other citizens have managed to accumu Combinations Should Be Permitted.
putes Mr. Bryan’s right to the wealth he has late wealth.
Washington, April 28—The president
acquired as a professional politician and
sent a special message to congress fur
outlining his views as to legisla
moralist; if people are willing to pay and to
F rom Rev. Oscar B. Hawes in the Uni ther
tion. The message in part follows:
buy, that is their business; the objection to tarian Paragraph Pulpit: “ We are trying to In my m essage to the congress ol
26, 1908, I outlined certain m eas
Mr. Bryan is that he wants the party to nom establish great principles and to express March
ures which I believe the m ajority of our
desire to have enacted into
inate him again, although the indications them in life. We would unite with all men in countrymen
law a t this time. These measures do not
by any means all that I would
point to a third defeat; he is willing to be a seeking to find the truth and to realize it in represent
like to see done if I thought it possible,
loser, altough the Democracy is aching for a thought and action. We would help to make but they do represent w hat I believe can
now be done if an earnest effort toward
end is made.
winner.
integrity, sincerity, sympathy, co-operation, this
Since I wrote this m essage an employ
liability law has been enacted which,
justice, the basis of our common life and ers’
it is true, comes short of w hat ought to
S elfishness is a predominant influence work. We are trying to make it possible for have been done, but which does represent
a real advance. Apparently there is good
in shaping the existence and doings of the those who come after us to enter promised ground
to hope that there will be further
legislation providing for recompensing all
individual and of humanity as a whole. lands which we can but see in the distance. employes who suffer injury while engaged
the public service; that there will be a
Viewed in all its forms, from the lowest to The ideal we are striving to realize is not in
child labor law enacted for the District
of
Columbia; th at the w aterw ays com
the highest, it is the mainspring of human ours alone, but that of human nature. In m ission
will be continued w ith sufficient
support to increase the effective
activity. In the fierce struggle for existence this task there is the unlimited joy of fellow financial
ness of its preparatory work; th at steps
w ill be taken to provide for such investi
attending the progressive development of the ship and service.”
gation into tariff conditions by the ap
propriate committee of the house of rep
race the preservation of life and the secureresentatives and by governm ent experts
in the executive service as will secure
ment of sustenance required the evolution of
T he editor of the I ndependent con the full information necessary for imme
forms of selfishness necessary to enable
diate action in revising the tariff at the
gratulates J. Whitaker Thompson, Esq., of hands of the congress elected next fall,
the stronger individuals to survive and
finally, th at financial legislation will
Mont Clare, Upper Providence, upon his re and,
be enacted providing for temporary m eas
make progress.
The weaker ones per
ures for m eeting any trouble th at may
appointment by President Roosevelt as arise in the n ext year or two, and for a
ished. Development continued along the
of experts who shall thor
United States D istrict Attorney for Eastern commission
oughly investigate the whole matter,
same lines. An analysis of human condi
both
here
and
in the great commercial
Pennsylvania. When he succeeded the Hon. countries abroad,
so as to be able to
tions relating to individuals and society (a
legislation which will put oui
James B. Holland, now one of the U. S. recommend
financial
system
on
an efficient and per
composition of individual units) of modern
basis. It is much to be wished
District Court Judges in Philadelphia; some mthanent
a t one feature of the financial legisla
times reveals the same old and lower forms of
doubt was entertained, by reason of his tion of this session should be the estab
selfishness, frequently attired in habiliments
lishm ent of postal savings banks. Ample
inexperience, as to his qualifications for such appropriations should be made to enable
popularly accepted as respectable.
The
interstate commerce commission to
a responsible and exacting legal position. the
carry out the very important feature ol
strong prey upon the weak, take advantage of
the Hepburn law which gives to the com
T hat doubt has been dissipated. Mr. Thomp m ission supervision and control over the
opportunities to profit by their fears and
system s of the railroads.
son has successfully demonstrated his capa accounting
The president then says a law
hopes, and reap material benefits from those
city, industry, and sterling integrity, as a should be passed limiting the use of
less favorably situated, or less endowed with
labar injunctions, as he does not wish
United States D istrict Attorney. His de to
see an embittered effort made to
capabilities, natural and partly acquired by
votion to the duties of that office, his efficient destroy it. He then says:
training. “The big fish swallow the little
strengthening of the antitrust law
discharge of the same, and his uniform is The
demanded upon both moral and eco
ones.” Those who fail to bear the burdens
nomic grounds. Our purpose in strength
courtesy to all with whom he comes in con ening it is to secure more effective con
go down in the struggle. The disposition to
by the national government over the
tact, officially, are considerations ample in trol
business use of the vast m asses of indi
acquire wealth at whatever sacrifice of right,
vidual,
and especially of corporate
support of his reappointment by the wealth, which
at the present time mo
or justice, or honesty, is as destructive in its
nopolize m ost of the interstate business
President.
of the country, and we believe the con
influence as was the disposition of one tribe
trol can best be exercised by preventing
to war upon another for gain in far off times.
the growth of abuses rather than merely
Alfred Henry Lewis, in Human Life, by trying to destroy them when they
I t is quite respectable even now in many
have already grown.
gives
the following analysis of the Power should unquestionably be lodged
centres of civilization to utilize individuals
somewhere in the executive branch ol
governm ent to permit combinations
and the general public for the pecuniary ad Speaker of the House of Representatives the
which w ill further the public interest, but
in
W
ashington:
“
Mr.
Cannon
is
honest,
it m ust alw ays be remembered that as re
vantage of the relatively few; to rapidly ac
gards the great and w ealthy cormbinabut
not
recklessly
so.
He
has
principles;
but
tions through which most of the inter
quire riches from such utilizations and facili
state
business of today is done the bur
they
are
polled
angus
principles,
and
never
den of proof should be on them to show
tate the growth of snobbery and high-toned (?)
that they have a right to exist.
vulgarity. Liberal contributions placed at an aggressive, fighting, goring horn in the The m easures I advocate are in the in
terest both of decent corporations and ol
the^right spots veneer sham and pretense and entire herd. For all his third of a century in ^law-abiding labor unions. They are more
v e r pre-em inently in the interest of th«
multiply hypocrites and soothsayers. The Congress, were he to die to-morrow, no his opublic,
for in my judgm ent the American
torian—and
search
through
the
whole
body
of
people have definitely made up theix
higher forms of selfishness as revealed by
minds th at the days of the reign of the
law defying and law evading cor
the cultivation and expression of the purely our laws—could find a least trace of a Cannon great
porations are over and that from this
impression.
’He
has
brought
forth
no
policies,
time
on
the m ighty organizations of capi
intellectual and moral qualities of man—those
tal necessary for the transaction of busi
led
forth
no
wars.
His
thoughts
are
of
him
ness under modern conditions, while en
qualities which prompt and exact adherence
couraged so long as they act honestly and
to the lines of justice and inflexible honesty self and for himself, and he has the same in in the interest of the general public, are
to be subjected to careful supervision and
in all human relations—are in course of de stinct to gather power that he has to gather regulation of a kind so effective as to in
sure their acting in th e interest of the
velopment. Were these qualities—entirely gold. And at that there is nothing, for par people
as a whole.
A llegations are often vmade to the effect
Natural—extinguished the social structure ticular good or evil, he designs to do with that
there is no real need for these laws
to the more effective control of
would go to pieces in a twinkling. Unless either. There is nothing he would doi with a looking
the great corporations upon the ground
at they w ill do their work well without
these purely human attributes, giving ex Presidency beyond hold it four years. There th
such control. I call your attention to the
is
nothing
he
knows
of
that
ought
to
be
done.
accompanying
copy of a report just sub
pression to the divine in Nature, are continu
mitted by N athan M atthews, chairman
The
times
are
utterly
smooth;
the
popular
of the finance commission, to the mayor
ally strengthened by all those forms of in
and city council of Boston, relating to
prospects
without
a
wrinkle;
what
more
certain evil practices of various corpora
tellectual and moral education which edu
tions
which have been bidders for fur-,
cate men to be useful rather than useless, to should be asked of a President than just to nishing to the city iron and steel. This
report shows th at there have been e x 
honor and respect legitimate industry of look benignantly on?”
tensive combinations formed among the
various
corporations which have business
every kind whatsoever, and to enforce the
w ith the 9ity of Boston, including, for in
CORRESPONDENCE.
stance, a carefully planñed combination
simple, plain, old Golden Rule, Society will
embracing practically all the firms and
be in continual danger from disintegrating
Mr . E ditor :—Pen is more than surprised that his corporations engaged in structural steel
in New England. It affected the
factors. The higher forms of human selfish language has been so maliciously contorted, and work
the cities and towns, the railroads
ness make for the rightfulness of right do craftily presented as an argument. He knows of no states,
and street railways, and generally all
persons
occasion to use iron or
ing, for justice, for mercy and that charity question pertinent to the main issue he has not an steel for having
any purpose in th at section of
which gives those willing to struggle a help swered, and to prevent any further misunderstanding, the country. As regards the city of B os
ton, the combination resulted in parcel
ing hand; not for pretentious claims to su repeats: He cares nothing for the subject at issue; ex ing
out the work by collusive bids, plain
dishonest and supported by false a f
perior excellence by vir.tue of pretensions; cept so far as it affects the rights of man. An agitator ly
firmations.
not for the assumption that might makes or sensationalist, no matter what may be his avowed But among the many kinds of evil, so
industrial and political, which is our
right, among individuals, no m atter who motives, is a disturber of the peace, and sows the seeds cial,
duty as a nation sternly to combat, there
suffers, and not for the national jingoism and of unrest, and all should be treated alike. It is true is none at the sam e tim e more base and
dangerous than the greed which
egotism which stand ready either to defend, they should receive commiseration rather than con more
treats the plain and simple rules of hon
or apologize for, needless wars, or needless demnation, being mentally the weaker of mankind, esty with cynical contempt if they inter
with m aking a profit, and as a nation
preparation for wars. The higher forms of consequently more easily unbalanced. This emotional fere
we cannot be held guiltless if w e condone
action. The man who preaches ha
selfishness require an unprejudiced search insanity has its paroxysms in cycles and seems to be such
of wealth honestly acquired, who in
for the T ruth with relation to Nature, to consonant with various epidemics, as cholera, bubonic tred
culcates envy and jealousy and slander
ill will toward these o f his fellows
human existence, and to all the complex af plague, small-pox, typhoid, etc., accompanied by wars ous
who by thrift, energy and industry have
fairs of humanity. Away back in the cen and rumors of wars. How much of this great disturb become men of means is a menace to the
But his counterpart in evil Is
turies of the past it was said, and the' saying ance is due to seismal conditions is not yet known, but community.
to be found in that particular kind of
who is alm ost the least
was incorporated in the New Testament: “He one thing is certain they occur at the same time and multimillionaire
enviable and is certainly one of the least
that thinketh he standeth let him take heed possess very similar characteristics. Pen is not aware admirable of all our citizens, a man of
it has £een well said th at his face
lest he fall.” This expressive thought needs that the mere statement of a truth is necessarily a whom
has grown hard and cruel while his body
to be continually applied in the lives of indi classification. He did state that the Sabbath day or has grown soft, whose son is a fool and
daughter a foreign princess, whose
viduals and of nations. There is only one seventh day of the decalogue is not identical with Sun his
nominal pleasures are at best those of a
tasteless
extravagant luxury and
sure way to keep from falling, and that way day or the first day of the week as observed to-day. whose realand
delight, whose real life work,
is the way of reason, of enlightened con As to whether it is just and proper to confiscate the is the accumulation and use of power in
m ost .sordid and least elevating form.
science—the way of justice and right. The whole or a part of a man’s property under any circum-: its
In the chaos of an absolutely unrestricted
struggle continues, will continue; approxi stances, save those of treason, I do not care to discuss, commercial individualism under modern
this is a type th at becomes
mate human perfection is many centuries it being one of the side issues taken up no doubt for conditions
prominent as inevitably as the marauder
L-ron
became
prom inent'in the physical
distant, and it is the duty now of every rea the purpose o f : “ Beclouding the issue and deceiving chaos of the dark
aged. W e are striving
soning member of the race to help make this the people.” My point from the beginning has been for legislation to minimize the abuses
which
give
this
type
flourishing prom
old earth a more desirable place to exist upon in my humble way to defend the rights of every man as inence, partly for theItssake
o f w hat can
for those of the present and for those who a citizen. The arguments set forth not having been be accomplished by the legislation itself
and partly because the legislation marks
are yet to come upon the stage of human refuted, stand; and my task is finished.
our participation in a great and stern
moral movement to bring our ideals and
existence.
Respectfully,
PEN.
our conduct into measurable accord.

H a s the d istin ctio n of being looked
to for L e a d e rs h ip in S ty le .

W hatever is in your vogue is shown
here at its best and in splendid variety.
This pertains especially to

THE NEW TAILORED GOWNS
For Spring cheaper than city prices.
Ask to see ROYAL SHIRT WAISTS
and be well equipped for Summer at
little cost.
In Corsets, Gloves and Hosiery,
this store leads a long way.

S^rendlinger's

J

N O R R IS T O W N , p a .

S p rin g a n d S u m m e r HATS
AND C A P S .
NOBBY SPRING AND SUMMER CAPS, 26 and 60c.

Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles, to $3®oo
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats.
sell our hats. ASK FOR THEM.

All first-class stores

Tracey, : the Hatter,
10-11.

38 B. Main Street, Norristown, Fa.

IT IS ALWAYS

J^IRST-CJLASS

Gas or Gasoline Engines

in the line of thrift to pnt your idle cents from one-sixth h. p., upward. Gas or
and dollars to work earning interest. The gasoline engines of all makes repaired;
saws filed, lawn mowers sharpened, bicy
cles and automobiles repaired; machinists’
tools and supplies, electric wire and bells
furnished and put in order. Work guaran
C0LLEGEVILLE
teed. Prices right. Address:
SAM’L J, GRIFFIN, General Machinist,
’Phone 521M.
R. D. 1, Phoenirvilie, Ps. j

NATIONAL BIN! W

H E N Y O U W A N T T O BUT
O B N E L L R E A L ESTATE

it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
we will certainly be pleased to give your
inquiry immediate attention. If we don’t
succeed in doing business with you the
loss is ours, not yours.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
39 E. Main Street,
This young financial institution has now
Norristown, Pa.
over 600 depositors; it is moving forward
with steady strides, and its management,
thankful for present patronage, cordially V a lu a b le Inform
invites the favors of new depositors and
ation C o n c e rn 
customers.
PAYS 3 PER CENT, on time deposits for
every day money is on deposit in its sav
ings department, and 2 PER CENT, on
active accounts.

Safety boxes for securities and valuable
papers in fire and burglar-proof vaults
rented at reasonable rates.

ing S ettlin g

Automobile Painting & Repairing,

is the title of our little booklet that we
are presenting to all patrons and friends
calling at the bank.
This booklet also contains a summary
of the Interstate Laws of Pennsylvania,
which should be carefully studied by
every man, woman, and child.
Call and get a copy before the supply
is exhausted.

Autom obiles to Hire.

A p t for tie BLAS1US PIANO.
Prospective buyers will do well to con
sult me before purchasing. I am selling a
fine Blasius Belevue Piano for (150. Other
styles from (200 to (900. All pianos fully
guaranteed.

HENRY YOST, JR., CollegevLUe, Pn.

It Just
Suits
The Bride

E sta te s

Penn Trnst Co.
T h e C om pany th a t p ays 3 Per
ce n t, in te r e s t fo r every day
th e m o n ey is on d ep o sit.
NORRISTOW N, P L

UNDER

New Management

to receive a wedding gift from our
store, because if she knows of us at all
she realizes tbat actual merit goes
The unersigned has taken
with the gift.
possession of
Our showing of useful silverware
and cut glass for wedding gifts is bet
T H E BAKERÏ
ter than ever for your selection.
IN COLLEGEVILLE formerly conducted!
Every day sees something unique by Adolf Horn, and is prepared to serv
the public with first-class bread, ca »
added to the stock.
cream puffs, pies, &c. Every effort w
made to please patrons. The favors o
public solicited.
__
CHARLES KUHNT.

J. D. SALLADE,
JEWELER,

16 E. Main Street,

N O R R IS T O W N p U I i L STOCK OF

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladles’ No
tions are being closed out at greatly re
duced prices.

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
Main St ., Nbab Station ,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

STATE AND GENERAL NEWS.

SPRING SEASO N

. . , A litS BURNED

------3 P 0 3 R ,------

I S P R IN G S U IT S I
You may have your pick here of the finest and the best fitting Suits
that was ever shown in this town. Vfe have the Celebrated Clothing of
Hart, Shoffner & Marx of Chicago, A. B. Kirschbaum and Snellenburgs of
Philadelphia,

And Stand Pat the Best Clothing for the Least
Money.

Twelve Buildings Destroyed by Fire
at Gape May P oint

THE

LOSS

IS

$100,000

Poison Taken From Snake to Cure
Disease—Liner Sinks Warship—Taft
Going to Panama—McKinley Home
a Hospital.

Cape May Point, a resort village on
the tip of the New Jersey peninsula,
was swept by a fire which destroyed or
FOR YOUNG MEN, BOYS and CHILDREN we have the famous damaged twelve buildings, principally
cottages, ruined $100,000 worth of
brand of Jane Hopkins of New York. Never rip and never wear out.
property, and for a time threatened to
wipe out the entire settlem ent
For more than three hours the fire
burned, and in th at time the village
was constantly in danger. The volun
66 and 68 E. Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA. teer firemen, working in bucket bri
gades, were wholly helpless. Volun
teers from the fire department a t Cape
HEADQUARTERS FOR
May and from the government life
saving corps were sent to the place,
and for a time they made little head
way against the combination of wind
and flame.
It was not until four hours after the
fire
was discovered that they were
WE HAVE THE LARGE8T ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
able to stand against the fire, and even
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR
then their efforts were confined to
MEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
prevent the flames spreading. Nearly
Underwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything all the buildings where the flames had
gained a foothold were destroyed.
yon are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of oar thousand UMBRELLAS
The record of the fire follows:
Lankenau villa, erected by John D.
will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
Lankenau, and owned by the Mary J.
Drexel home, Philadelphia, $75,000.
Cottage adjoining, owned by Mrs.
Mary Lawrence, Philadelphia, $4000.
133 W E ST MAIM S T R E E T ,
Wiley cottage, owned by Jessie A.
Grant,
Philadelphia, $3000.
1W8
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Cottage owned by Mahlon Bryan,
Philadelphia, on Ocean avenue, $4500.
Surf house, summer hotel, owned by
or sa le.
8 acre farm, $1000; 55 acres along
CURING A TOOTHACHE.
Ammon Wright, $4000.
pike and trolley, $5000; 30 acres, $3100; 2
The Seaview, owned by Ammon
acres, first-class residence, easy terms,
$3000; 9 acres, $1500; 40 acres, $4500; 9l Remedy of a Cowboy That Proved Re Wright, $3000.
markably Effaotiva.
Cottage on Holly avenue, owned by
acres, 2 houses, large barn, $3300; 80 acres,
$5600; 54 acres, $3500; 38 acres, elegant 14One of the cleverest eld customers John C. Springer, $500.
room mansion, bath, hot and cold water, we ever knew was Judge Booth, who
Cottage on Alexander avenue, own
heat, fine situation, $7500.
lived on the Bell ranch along the Red ed by Mrs. Ottinger, Philadelphia,
THOS. B. WILSON,
river in the northeastern part ot New
6-15.
Eagleville, Pa. Mexico. One morning out on the range $1000.
Cottage on Alexander avenue, owned
the judge rolled out of his blankets by W. Turner, $500.
with a jumping toothache, and. al
The origin of the fire has not been
though he exhausted all the remedies definitely ascertained. The Lankenau
In camp, nothing had any effect.
cottage, in which, it started, was being
It was forty miles to the nearest repainted in anticipation of its sum
town, with the chances against finding mer occupation by the sisters of the
a dentist there, and it was finally de Drexel home and the nurses of the
cided to appeal to one of the Texas German hospital, of Philadelphia. I t .
cowboys riding herd five miles away. is thought that in the process of burn
He came over in response to the mes ing paint from the side of the building
sage, and after taking a look at the the woodwork may have become ig
tooth, which was a double one on the nited.
upper jaw, he said. "Jedge, I can shoot
that tooth out as slick as grease if you
don’t mind the scar it will leave on yer
Liner Sinks Warship.
cheek.”
The total number of dead and miss
“Shoot it out?" shouted the judge at ing of the Gladiator’s crew as a result
the top of his voice. “Why, man, you of the collision between the American
must be crazy!”
liner St. Paul and the British cruiser
“Waal, then, mebbe I kin pick In off the Isle of Wight is twenty-eight
’nuff powder to blow It out.”
Divers searched part of the sunken
“Blow It out? Never!”
cruiser for bodies, but were not suc
“Might possibly hammer it out with cessful in finding any.
a piece of iron.” mused the cowboy.
The SL Paul encountered a terrific
“And you might go to Patagonia and snow blizzard immediately after sail
beyond!” exclaimed the indignant suf ing from Southampton. Suddenly a
ferer.
ship appeared immediately in front of
“Yes, th at’s generally the way with them. It was the Gladiator at anchor.
folks. I’m only tellln’ you how we do
Orders were given on the instant for
it out here, but if you don’t want the full speed astern in an endeavor to
tooth out of course you’ll have to stand clear the cruiser, but it was too late.
The St. Paul’s ship stem rammed the
the pain.”
The cowboy started back t® the day anchored, vessel amidships; she quiv
herd, but after a gallop of half a mile ered and reeled and the passengers
he returned to beckon the other boys rushed on deck in great alarm, the
aside and say: “The jedge seems to be women on the verge of a panic.
Five lifeboats were lowered within
a purty squar* sort o’ man, though a
leetel techy, and I’m sorry fur him. a few minutes to rescue the crew of
the Gladiator, which had sustained a
Kin he sit on a hoss?”
death blow. The cruiser began to
“Some of the time.”
sink almost at once.
“Kin he shoot?”
“Only now and then.”
“Then I think I can cure th at tooth
ache.”
Boy Badly Hurt By Pet Wolf.
He spent five minutes unfolding the
John Hathaway, the eight-year-old
plot and then went over to the sufferer son of Mrs. Mary Hathaway, of Car
and said, “Jedge, I’ve come back to michaels, Washington county, Pa.,
say that ye are a booby and a cow wandered into an outbuilding where
ard!”
his older brother had a pet prairie
“What!” yelled the judge as he wolf th at he brought home from the
sprang up from his seat before the w est The animal, which was chained,
campfire.
seized the lad, who had ventured too
“A booby, a coward and a squaw, near the pen. He was thrown down by
jedge, and likewise a darned old liar!” the wolf and his flesh was torn. When
The judge jumped for him, but the a neighbor, who heard the boy’s cries,
cowboy ran for his horse. There was arrived, the lad was unconscious and
another near at hand, with two guns in bleeding from a gaping wound in his
the holsters of the saddle, and the thigh and the animal was tearing his
judge sprang aboard and gave chase. flesh away in strips. The wolf was
Half a mile out on the prairie the two beaten off with a pitchfork. The boy
men began to shoot at each other, and did not recover consciousness for
it was not until the judge had fired his nearly twenty-four hours. His condi
twelfth bullet th at the kind hearted tion is critical. The wolf had been
cowboy rede away and left his enemy pitted against giant bulldogs ia sev
to ride into camp and declare, “Well,' eral recent fights in the county.
by thunder, if th at Infernal toothache
hasn’t stopped so dead still th at I feel
ju st like staging!”—Denver Field and
Gored to Death By Fierce Bull.
Farm.
Alfred Eichelberger, a retired farmer
of Andersontown, Pa., was gored to
A Curious Musie Box.
death by a vicious bull. Mr. Eichelberg
In the South Kensington museum, in er was visiting at the home of Jacob
London, is a curious musical box. It Felix, and ventured into the barnyard,
was originally the property of Tipu (or not knowing of the wild nature of the
Tippoo) Sahib, the “Tiger of Mysore.” bull. The animal charged upon him,
—AND—
who died in 1799, being killed during tossing him into the air and then,
’the British assault and capture of Ser- when he fell to the ground, gored him.
tagapatam, the capital of Mysore. He Several men with pitchforks drove the
always hated the British, and to show bull away from the body, but life was
his enmity he had this instrument con extinct.
structed. ' The box is a life sized stat
uary group showing the symbolic tiger
of India a t the throat of England, rep
Headache Tablets Kill Child.
resented by a British officer. When
Mildred, the three-year-old daughter
Tippoo wished to amuse his court one of Lewis Wilson, of Upper Sandusky,
of his attendants turned a handle, when 9-, found some headache tablets at
the tiger emitted horrible growls and Her home and ate about half a dozen
the man raised and lowered his arms
them. Within a few minutes she
P O T T S T O W N , P E N N ’A.
and uttered terrifying shrieks. Inside was taken with convulsions and de
®*slgns a n d E s tim a te s F a m  the tiger are four rows of pipes and a spite efforts of several doctors to save
set of ivory keys, which are either of her life, died within an hour after her
ish e d F r e e s i C harge.
French or British manufacture.
mother found her.
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Poison Taken From Viper.
For the first time in eighty years
and the second time in the history of
the science of medicine an operation
for the extraction of venom from the
deadly lance-head viper, said to be
the most poisonous o t all known rep
tiles, was peiorm ed at the Bronx
Zoological park, in New York city.
The operation, which was directed by
E. W. Runyon, through 'whose efforts
the snake was captured and brought
to New York, was a complete success,
and as a result science once more has
a plentiful supply of the serum, which
has been found almost invaluable in
the treatm ent of extreme cases of in
sanity and also of many of the malig
nant diseases.
Dr. Raymond Ditmars seized the
snake .in a firm grip. Holding the
reptile close to his body, with the
animal’s head pointing outward, Dr.
Ditmars gave the signal, and Keeper
Snyder thrust into the snake’s mouth
the receptacle which had been pre
pared to receive the venom. It was
glass of unusual strength, and the wide
aperture a t the top had been covered
with a piece of medicated gauze and
securely fixed in place. When the re
ceptacle was at a point less than hall
an inch from the viper’s nose there
was a lunge forward so quick that the
eye scarcely could follow it, the mouth
was thrown open, the lips which cov
ered the cruel fangs were curled back,
and with a snap the fangs tore through
the cloth, the jaws closed sharply, and
the poison, enough to kill a dozen men,
spurted harmlessly into the glass.
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FANATIC KILLS GIRL

Keystone State Republicans Meet In
Convention.
Harrisburg, Pa., April 29.—The Re
publican state convention was held in Mother Found Child Dead W ith Re
the Majestic theatre, and proved to be
ligious Crank Praying Over Her.
one of the most harmonious held in
recent years. Former Speaker Henry
F. Walton, of Philadelphia, was unani
mously chosen chairman.
THE HOUSE NEARLY WRECKED
That there were few clouds In the
political sky was attested by the tu
multuous applause th at greeted the
endorsement of United States Senator Wife of Nazareth, Pa., Man, Accused
Philander C. Knox for president, for
of Killing Niece, Says Husband, Who
whom the delegates to the national
“ Is God,” Did Deed—Doings of a
convention were instructed to vote.
The delegates were enthusiastic and
Queer Sect.
at times demonstrative. Every men
Allentown, Pa., April 29.—No new
tion from the stage of the naane of
Senator Knox brought forth applause. developments have occurred in the sad
A hand was given to other party lead case at Nazareth where May Irene,
ers, Senator Penrose coming in for a the five-year-old child of Mr. and Mrs.
large share when the resolution en Henry Smith, of Alliance, was murder
dorsing his candidacy for re-election ed by her uncle, Robert Bachman,
while he was in a religious frenzy.
was read.
The delegates-at-large to the na Bachman is confined in the Nazareth
tional convention a re : Governor Ed lock-up and is not yet fully out of hi3
win S. Stuart, James El verson, of the spell. His wife, who was present and
Philadelphia Inquirer; Charles A. who also was in the same state of re
Rook, of the Pittsburg Dispatch, and ligious excitement is under surveil
R. P. Habgood, of the Bradford Star, lance at the home of her mother-inand president of the Pennsylvania law. Mr. and Mrs. Smith are kept
under watch at their own home.
State League of Republican clubs.
Bachman’s wife told the coroner
Two presidential electors-at-large
that the child had been killed by G~d
were also chosen.
Judge William D. Porter, of Pitts and th at her husband was God.
Bachman is quoted as having said:
burg, was renominated for justice of
the superior court. The nominating “I needed a sacrifice and it was n.cspeech was made by Colonel William essary that the blood shed be as pure
and innocent as a child’s.”
I. Schaffer, of Delaware county.
Bachman was the head of a new
The platform declares in favor of
the candidacy of Senator Knox for the praying band, and last week got the
Girl Disrobed By Lightning.
presidency; warmly praises and en Smiths interested. They went to Bach
Severe thunder and hail storms that dorses the administration of President man's house last Saturday. They
wrought considerable damage occurred Roosevelt; endorses the candidacy of prayed and held services and decided
in eastern Pennsylvania, Delaware and Publisher of the Philadelphia Inquirer. to remain until the spirit told them to
New Jersey. In a storm th at passed United States Senator Boies Penrose leave.
over Lancaster county, Pa., Jennie for re-election; favors the improve
Late Monday night, under Bach
Martin, aged twenty-nine years, ol ment of the waterways of the country, man’s direction in fighting the devil,
Bird-in-Hand, was struck by lightning and declares for the revision of the Smith broke three doors, kicked in the
and had a remarkable escape from tariff, but states there must be no de footboard of a bed and jumped on the
death. She was denuded, her clothing parture from the policy of protection, bed, smashing it;
being torn into shreds; her hair was and emphatically disapproves any in
Meanwhile Bachman was in an ad
burned off, and the shoes ripped from clination towards free trade.
joining room with the Smith’s only
her feet, yet she was not severely in
Colonel Wesley R. Andrews was re child, May Irene. When Mrs. Smith en
jured. The girl ran to the barn ta elected state chairman.
tered that room she found her daugh
close the door when the storm cam«
ter dead on the floor and Bachman on
ONLY TWO BATTLE8HIPS
up. A bolt of lightning struck the bare
his knees alongside in a religious
and ripped off part of the root. The
frenzy. The Smiths returned home at
electrical current struck Miss Martta The President’s Program For Four once with the corpse. The child has
apparently on the head and passed
Failed In Senate.
marks on the forehead and left tem
through her body. Her clothing, picked
Washington, April 27.—By an over ple as large as a silver dollar, and
up near where she was struck, was whelming vote President Roosevelt’s scratches on the nose, the neck and
cut as though with a knife.
four battleship program failed in the the shoulders.
senate, just as it did in the house.
About six months ago a queer sect
The amendment for four battleships th at had headquarters in Reading
was introduced by Senator Piles, and came along this way on a missionary
Family Burned to Death.
An entire family was wiped out by the fight for its adoption was led by journey. Its adherents met in out-ofa fire in the home of David Wetherby Senator Beveridge. Twenty-three votes the-way places or In the privacy of
were cast for the increased program, houses and read, studied and discussed
at Centreville, Pa.
Wetherby, who was seventy-nine the number largely being made up ol the Bible until worked up to furious
years Of age; his wife, aged eighty recently elected senators. Fifty sen fits of frenzy.
years, and their daughter, Mrs. Albert ators voted to support the house, and
Bachman became a convert. He also
Lemm, thirty years old, were burned the recommendation of the Senate converted the members of his imme
Naval committee in favor of building diate household. Bachman’s brether-into death.
Mrs. Lemm escaped from the burn only two battleships.
law, Henry Smith, lives at Siegfried,
It was developed by Senator Allison about nine miles from here, and among
ing house, but rushed back into the
flames in an effort to save her mother during the debate that there is a well others Bachman tried to convert him.
father and husband. She succeeded in defined understanding among the sen On Saturday night last, Smith, his
rescuing her husband and returned foi ate leaders for the authorization oi wife and little daughter drove from
her parents. A moment after she en two battleships each year, until the Siegfried to this place on a visit, the
tered the house the second time it col American navy is regarded as suf purpose of which was to be converted,
ficient to meet any demands that may if possible.
lapsed.
Lemm is so badly burned that hie be made upon it.
The services at Bachman’s house
As finally passed the bill carries ap ran over Sunday and Monday. On
recovery is doubtful.
propriations aggregating $123,115,659, Monday night came the climax. Neigh
and provides for the construction ol bors in the vicinity say there were all
two battleships and two colliers and sorts of noises in the house, yelling
Taft to Go to Panama.
As the result of deliberations at the the purchase of three additional col and screaming and pounding - and
cabinet session it was determined that liers, the construction of submarines stamping.
Furniture was broken, windows and
Secretary Taft should go to Panama and other necessary craft, and in
He wild sail April 30 on the creases the pay of officers and enlisted doors pulled down and dishes smash
cruiser Prairie. A number of questions men, as well as increasing both the ed, holes punched in the ceilings and
between the United States and Pan pay and the strength of the marine even in the walls. In a word, the place
was almost wrecked.
ama, and between Panama and Colom corps.
The neighbors congregated outside,
bia, will be negotiated during the sec
TWENTY WORKMEN INJURED
but were afraid to go near, the whole
retary’s stay on the isthmus. It is said
to be necessary that the concessions Fire Followed Explosion In Chester batch of inmates yelling at them in
frenzy and calling them “devils.”
the United States obtained from Pan
Dye Works.
By and by things quieted down, al
ama provided for in a protocol should
Chester, Pa., April 29.—Fire caused
be embodied in a permanent treaty. by the combustion of dust -destroyed though not until Mrs. Bachman her
The secretary expects to return to the the chipping and extracting depart self had been chased out of the house
United States May 20.
ment of the Sharpless Dye Wood Ex by Bachman as a “devil,” and forced
tract company’s plant here, injuring to take refuge with her mother-ina score of workmen, several of them law.
At one o’clock in the morning Smith
Burned to Death Roasting Potatoes.
dangerously, and entailing a loss esti
left the house and went to the home
Impressed by a story she heard ol mated at $150,000.
two boys who lived on the moun
The explosion of the fine dust in of a neighbor, where his horse and
tains on roasted potatoes, Annie Ko- the chipping room, which is said to be buggy were quartered. To the man
ble, eight years of age, built a bonfire the most disastrous that ever occurred whom he roused to get the rig he said
near her. home at Mahanoy City, Pa., in a dye wood plant, blew off the roof he was going back to Siegfried.
“Here’s my wife,” he is said to have
and started to roast potatoes. She got of the building. George Miller, assist
too near the fire, ignited her dress, and ant chemist, was hurled down stairs remarked, “and she’s got the little
before assistance could be rendered by the explosion and was removed to girl. She’s dead.”
“Who’s dead?” he was asked.
was so badly burnefl th at she died the hospital in a 'serious condition.
“Why, the little girl, of course,” he
soon after.
George Harris, colored, was blown
through the roof and perhaps fatally responded. Then he and his wife get
hurt, and other workmen were tossed into the buggy, the wife bearing the
Sultan Presents Rug to Roosevelt.
about, cut, bruised or burned. Charles child’s body, and they drove off.
President Theodore Roosevelt has Pullman and Wilson Moore, colored,
been presented with a magnificent were among those burned by the ex NO BLOOM UNTIL BISHOP DIED
Turkish rug, which was the gift of the plosion. They were carried from the
sultan of Turkey, by the Turkish min building unconscious.
Plants Near Dr. Satterlee’s Grave Sud
ister, Mehmed AH Bey. The presenta
The plant is at the foot of Howell
denly Form Blossoms.
tion took place at the White House. street, along the Delaware river, in
Washington, April 27. — Friends of
The rug, which is said to be of an ex the lower end of the city, where the the late Bishop Satterlee are talking
clusive design, is the product of the firmen were able* to secure a plentiful with awe and wonderment of the fact
sultan’s private factory, located near supply of water. Though the building that close to the grave of the bishop,
Constantinople.
burned fiercely, they were able to who died recently, there have blos
keep the flames from spreading to sur somed lilies like those Christ referred
rounding departments of the works. to; and that an offshoot of the cele
McKinley Home to Be a Hospital.
Special machinery, valued at $500,000,
The McKinley home, in Canton, O., was in the department burned out, but brated Glastonbury thorn of English
has been donated to Bishop Ignatius it is believed that it has been saved legend and tradition also is about to
blossom in the same vicinity.
F. Horstmann, of the Cleveland Cath from total destruction.
Years ago Bishop Satterlee received
olic diocese, to be used as a non
Of the twenty men who were so >esectarian hospital. “It will be opeD verely hurt as to necessitate their be the lilies from Palestine and planted
to every one,’’ the Cleveland Catholic ing taken to the hospital for treat them in the grounds of the Cathedral
of Sts. Peter and Paul here, but they
authorities said. The home was bought ment, sixteen are colored.
never blossomed until this spring
by Mrs. Rose Klorer, of Canton, for
since Bishop Satterlee’s death. So with
$20,000. It will be known as the Mercy
Engineer’s Salary $500,000 a Year.
the
thorn tree—a shoot of which was
hospital.
San Francisco, April 27.—John Hays sent to him some year ago from Eng
Hammond, a mining engineer, has land.
made a new contract with the Guggenheims to he their expert for the
Wild Parsnips Kill Two Boys.
Two sons of Jacob Garner, aged ten next five years, at a salary of $500,000 Yale Students Shot Needles Into Horses
and twelve years, were found dead annually. This is double his salary un
New Haven, Conn., April 29.—On
in a field at Hawthorne, near Kittan- der a former contract, and which was eomplaint of a citizen that needles at
ing, Pa., death having been caused by the highest in the world. By the terms tached to matches had been shot into
eating wild parsnips. A third boy is in of the contract Mr. Hammond is not his horse while he was driving past
to buy or exploit on his own behalf student boarding houses, two students
a serious condition, but will recover.
gold, silver or copper mines, and is to of the Sheffield Scientific school, Yale,
choose his own assistants. The Gug- have been suspended for the remainder
The postoffice at Ayer, Mass., was genheims, through the advice of Ham of the year. Two days in jail and a $25
broken into and the safe blown open mond, have Invested millions of dol fine were imposed on another student
and robbed of Its contents, amounting lars in mines, and are said to have for having the wrong license tag num
never made a mistake bv so doinar.
to about $750 to re-01v in stamns.
ber on his auto.
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FARM AND GARDEN.

The S M A L L D O SE

HORSE THAT PAYS.
The Drafter a Money Coiner For the
Farmer Breeder.
B y R U FU S C. OBRECHT, University of
Illinois experiment station.

D raft horses whose principal work
Is to haul heavy loads at the walk are
divided Into three subclasses, heavy
draft, light draft and loggers, all of
which are much of the same type. The
Ideal drafter is a rugged, heavy set,
compactly built horse with great
weight and strength. Strength and en
durance aré the principal qualities

Proves that Dr. Hess Stock Food
has the most digestive strength
to the pound

THEY’RE HERE,

Dr. Hess Stock Food is fed but twice a day
instead of three times and is guaranteed to in
crease flesh and milk production sufficient to
cover its cost many times over, besides reliev
ing the minor stock ailments. It is hot a sub
stitute for oil meal like the foods that are ped
dled: this kind of food can only increase con
sumption while

THE NEW SPRING STYLES WE MEAN. And a better collection of styles, shades, and designs
we never saw before. The wise ones are not waiting for the raising temperature, they are buying
now while the assortments are at their best. They will be the leaders, others will follow.
You 11 find every sensible kink ’ in the clothes we selL all those little fascinating touches that
make one always appear well dressed.
No tailor—no matter how much he charges—could put more stiap and vim into his clothes than
you 11 find in the collection we have here.

©a. HESS STOCK FOOD

Throughout the entire assortment you’ll find that soft tones predominate—grays, browns olive
tan, the newest “London Smoke,” all with varied styles—over patterns, stripes, shadow stripes etc!
that give a contrasting and extremely pleasing effect. For the conservative man, we have a splendid
collection of styles and fabrics. SEE WINDOWS.
y

m

increases digestion, which is the vital principle of profitable stock feed
ing. We believe that anyone would prefer stock preparations formulated
by a doctor of medicine and also veterinary surgery. Dr. H ess’ Stock
Food Is the only preparation of this kind on the market. We sell it on a
written guarantee.

7«Ub. Package, 50 Cents*

H

is the prescription of Dr. Hess (M. D., D. V. S.) and;is
guaranteed to make hens lay, besides relieving gapes,
cholera, roup, indigestion and the like. This prepar- 1
ation, besides being a tonic, destroys the, minute
teria, the cause of nearly every poultry ailment.
want you to feed Poultry Pan-a-ce a, and we will refund
your money if it fails. 25 lbs., 60c.

Instant Louse Killer Kills Lice.
FOR SALE BY
OF SHOW KINO TYPE.

[A choice heavy drafter, for several years
a first prize winner at the International
live stock show at Chicago. Note his
abundance of quality, sm oothness of
finish, obliquity of shoulder and correct
ly set pastern. For hard service a lit
tle more depth of body would be de
sirable. H eight seventeen hands, weight
2,150 pounds.!

sought and are best secured by the
horse throwing weight into the collar
rather than by muscular exertion of
the limbs. The drafter should be a
broad, massive individual with sym
metry of bone and muscle, standing
from 15.3 to i7.2 hands high and in
good flesh weighing not less than 1,600
pounds for the lighter sorts. Since he
does his work by throwing weight into
the collar, the heavier the horse, other
things being equal,; the more efficient
he will be. Along with weight he
should possess moderately heavy bone
with quality, indicating sufficient
strength and substance to carry his
body and not give the appearance of
being top heavy. His height should
result from depth of body rather than
length of leg. In fact, as a rule, the me
dium short legged horses possess more
endurance than those with long legs.
He should be broad of chest, with a
large girth and not cut up in the flank.
His legs should set well under his
body, for if they are otherwise and he
is very broad he will likely be inclined
to roll, causing laborious action. The
back and coupling should be short and
the loin broad and well muscled, this
region being the connecting link join
ing the propellers to the weight car
riers. The hips should be rounding
and smooth, the croup long and mus
cular, the quarters deep, the thighs
broad, the gaskins and cannons rela
tively short The head should be me
dium in size and neatly set on a neck
of good length, with crest moderately
heavy and well developed. The ideal
conformation of the draft horse will
vary somewhat according to the mar
ket under consideration. European
markets, especially British markets,
want a more upstanding draft horse
with a longer neck than is demanded
by American markets. New York, be
ing a great shipping port, demands lar
ger and more upstanding horses than

$12.00 you’ll pay elsewhere for Suits no better than ours at $10.00.
$15.00 you’ll pay elsewhere for Suits no better than ours at $12.00.
$30.00 you’ll pay at other stores for no better Suits than ours at $15.60.
$25.00 you’ll pay at other stores for no better Suits than ours a t $20.00.

25-lb* Pail $1.60*

DR. HESS POULTRY PAN-A-CE-A

W. H. GRISTOCK’S SONS,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

YOUR INSPECTION

Bring Your Boy Here for His Suit.

m

You’ll find an assortment which in extent and variety has no match
elsewhere. You’ll find values that no other store can equal.
W e’re ready to clothe your boy with the best Spring Suits and Reefers
that ever came from us—and the test of almost forty years’ service has
proved that no better clothes than ours can be made.
The items that follow indicate the money-saving advantages of buying
here. The garments themselves will show you there are other reasons
besides the price inducement why your boy should ,wear our clothe.s.
D u d le y S u its . $ 3 .8 5 . 2 Pair Pants. Norfolk Belt Suits in six beautiful pat
terns, all wool fabric, pair of bloomers and plain pants with every suit. Worth $5.
R e e fe r C oats, $3.98. Sizes 2% to 10 years in Tan Coverts, Havana Brown,
Golf Reds and Gray Cheviots, all wool,-double-breasted styles. Worth $4.
K n ic k e r S u its, $9. Norfolk Coats with Knicker Pants in Tan Cheviots,
London Smoke Worsteds and Blue Serges. Other stores ask $6 50.
B row n S u its, $ 7 .50. Handsome Worsted Suits in new Brown and Tans,
plain or Knicker Pants, button pockets on double-breasted Norfolk coat. Worth $10.
Iterby W in n er Stitt* H a t. New to -d a y , $ 3 .0 0 .

crops, it also seems certain that tne
liberal use of fertilizer on the potato
C o n firm a tio n .—Finest assortment of Black Dress Suits for Young Men. Also
Good Looking Seed Ears Not Always Crop is highly profitable and that fer
Blue Serges at $7.50 to $20.00.
tilizer will usually pay well on the
Sure Producers.
The low average yield per acre of wheat and corn crops if used in the
corn graphically illustrates the neces proper proportions and right amounts.
sity for improvement, provided it can The work that has been done empha
be effected with a reasonable degree of sizes the fact, however, that in order
economy. Com Is the crop chiefly con to secure the best results it is neces
cerned In the maintenance and exten sary to understand the needs of the
sion of our animal industries, and with particular soil and crop to be used.
the disappearance of the range country There is not the slightest doubt that a
it becomes increasingly more impor large and profitable increase in crop
IE K K IO H E N TALLEY
tant from year to year. There Is no production could be brought about in
m u tu al F ire In su r a n c e Co.
the
state
by
a
more
systematic
and
in
danger of the corn crop exceeding our
o f M on tgom ery C onnty.
telligent
use
of
fertilizers.
needs, as the past season has plainly
The turning -under of leguminous
demonstrated. Even with the average
ordinary yields the various uses to crops was found to be the cheapest
incorporated May IS, 1871.
which com can be put multiply out of means of sûpplying gains and other
WITH A REGARD OF GIVING
proportion to the increase in yield and nonleguminous crops with nitrogen.
Experiments with - untreated rock
GOOD WEAR, our shoes are made
acreage per annum. While there is
by the leading shoe manufacturers
much uncultivated land th at can be phosphate in comparison with acid
of the country, and if they do not
utilized for com, it is nevertheless true phosphate indicate that the untreated
wear satisfactory a new pair goes
that the areas devoted to its growth phosphate is “a cheap and effective
Ji
for nothing. It is our aim to please
must be kept in condition to raise maxi source of phosphorus where immedi
in styles, quality and price. See
mum crops if the supply is to be main ate returns are not required. For
how we have succeeded by inspect
tained at a good levei, not to speak of quick returns acid phosphate or some
IN8URANCE 15 FORCE, $11,000,000.
ing our stock and informing your
increasing it materially. The improve other readily available form should be
seif of our prices.
ment of the com plant along rational used.” In these experiments heavy ap
lines so that the methods can be adopt plications of rock and acid phosphate
ed successfully on every farm is a mat still showed marked results after three Office o f th e C o m p a n y :
D o n ’t fail to look
ter of serious importance to the future years.
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Similar results were pecured with
of our agriculture.
at our
I t is just as important to select and applications of potash, and the conclu
A.
O.
FETTEROLF,
Secr etar y.
sion
is
therefore
drawn
that
there
la
Ladies’
$2.00
Shoes in vici kid,
grow a pure and perfect type of com
as it is to select a well formed hog or little danger of serious loss *by leach H. W. KRATZ, President,
Box Calf and Colt Skin. Ladies’
perfect type of dairy animal for breed ing of either phosphorus or potassium
$1.50 Shoes in vici kid acd Box Calf.
ing purposes. A higher per cent of on ordinary Indiana soil. “Nitrogen,
Norristown, Pa.
Ladies’ Warm Lined Shoes, 85 cts.
on
the
other
hand,
is
readily
washed
protein, greater productiveness and
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs and upwards.
other valuable qualities which may be out and should not be applied much In
Children’s Heavy School Shoes,
bred into corn by careful and Intelli excess of what can be taken care of day of each week : also every evenfng.
gent selection should greatly increase by the immediate crop.”
85c., $1.00 and $1,25.
No injurious effect on the soil was
the value of this crop to the farmer.
Men’s $1.50 and $2.00 Shoes in
Farmers have pretty generally been observed from the continued use of
Satin Calf and Box Calf.
’______
accustomed to think they could pick add phosphate.
B oys’ $1.50 and $2.00 Shoes in
out a good ear of seed com with rea
A FRONTIER MARKSMAN.
sonable certainty. V. S. Shoesmlth of
Box Calf, Gun Metal and Colt Skin.
Kansas, however, declares th at “it is Wild Bill Hickok’s Skill In Use of the
Little B oys’ $1.Q0 Shoes in Satin
-B Y surprising how few people can pick
Six 8hooter,
Calf and Box Calf.
Wild Bill Hickok whs the first fron
A full line of Warm Lined Shoes!
tiersman who recognized the impor
and
Rubbers of all kinds.
tance of proficiency In the use of the
six shooter. This was the real secret
Sole Agents for Ralston Health Shoes.
of his supremacy. H e Was an unerring
marksman and shot as accurately un
141 HIGH STREET,
der fire as when firing at a mark, ap
POTTSTOWN.
parently taking no aim.
Why experiment with a new
Probably no man has ever equaled
P T 1 LEADERS IN FOOTWEAR.
him in the lightning-like rapidity with
which he could draw a weapon in time grade of Fertilizer of unknown
of emergency and in the thorough self
possession that made it possible for quality at the expense of your
him to take advantage of every oppor
----- USE CULBERT’S ----tunity in savage conflict. He had a
standing order to his deputies th at crops, when you can purchase a
they should not rush in on him In any
of his affrays and especially . should better grade for less cost per
GOOD WESTERN CORN.
not come quickly up in the rear.
[These ears of seed corn present a fine
By forgetting this a man named Wil unit of value, and goods with a
Will cure yoUr Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
physical appearance. N otice shape and
uniform ity of grains. ]
liams met his death a t Abilene, Hickok
out a good ear of corn before they are taking him for an enemy and firing so reputation well established.
Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. : Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle.
carefully instructed and trained In the rapidly that it left no opportunity for
vital points both as to desirable quali recognition. He readily killed a wild
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAY8 ON HAND AT
If you are farming for profit
goose across the Smoky Hill with his
ties and defects.”
revolver.
Riding
a
t
his
horse’s
highest
All this leads to scientific com test
ing. While good farmers may judge speed, he fired shot after shot Into a you cannot afford to disregard
the vitality of com with much correct tin can or a post a few rods d istan t
Standing at one telegraph pole, ha your own interest.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
/
|
ness by its appearance, it Is maintain
Buy Fer H
ed by many who have vaade a study of would swing rapidly on his heel and
this point th at the germination test is fire a pistol ball Into the next telegraph tilizers of known quality, manu
the only accurate method of judging pole. These were some of the simpler
vitality, for sometime* com which ap feats he performed day after day on
pears to be of low -vitality will germi the street to settle little wagers. He factured under the most favor
CO LLEGEVILLE
nate fairly well, while com which ap couid shoot a hole through a silver
dime
at
fifty
paces
and
could
drive
the
able,
and
least
expensive
con
pears to be of good vitality may not
cork through the neck of a bottle at
grow a t all.
thirty paces and knock out the bottom ditions, and know that each
without breaking the neck. He could
RIGHT FERTILIZING.
do w hat the fancy shots of the present
H. L . SA Y L O R , Prop.
day do, and possibly some of them dollar invested secures for you
Handsoms Profits and Often Enormous equal him as marksman with a re
Returns Follow.
volver, but it must be remembered that the most actual plant food ob
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
A. Goss of Indiana reports some very he was the first to acquire the skill,
Interesting data on the use of fer and the so called crack shots of his tainable.
. ' and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
tilizers obtained by experience during day were poor imitations at best, al
a number of years past in the southern though most of them boasted of their
Write for circular and prices. anteed. Estimates furnished.
part of the state. His conclusions are fame.
of general value, however. One of
Main St. Collegeville.
He shot ju st as well with others
them is that, while occasionally soils shooting at him and a t a man as stead
are found th at do not respond to fer ily as a t any other target. There were
tilizers, usually some combination has certain traits of his character, however,
The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis
JACOB TRINLET,
been found th at has produced hand th at were almost womanly. He was
some profits and not Infrequently enor fond of children, and they liked him.
mous returns. There is, for example, He declined to quarrel with the peace Manufacturer of High Grade ing medium in th e middle section of Montgomery
no question th at the application of pot ful settlers of the community, the busi
county. If you have anything to sell—no matter
Animal Bone Fertilizers,
ash in considerable quantities on muck ness men, on any provocation. There
soil is very profitable In connection was no foolhardy bravado abont him.
what—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper.
L IN F IE L D , PA.
with the growing of com find other —Denver Field and Farm.

VITALITY IN CORN.

{ TX7~e i t z e n l z o m . s , - Pottstown, Pa.
S T Y L IS H

SH O ES

That F it the Feet !

Insures Against Fire and Storm,

THE * BEST

EVERY T E S T

WEITZENKORN’S,

BUHiT FOB WEAK.

1A choice heavy drafter.

Note his com
pactness of body and sm oothness of fin
ish.
Height 16.1 hands, weight 1,960
pounds.]
'

any other city in the United States.
This is because of the large wagons
used and heavy loading for the docks.
Draft horses are used by wholesale
mercantile houses, packers, brewers,
coal dealers, contractors, lumbermen
and firms having heavy teaming work.
They are in demand in all large cities,
New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadel
phia and Buffalo being especially ac
tive in the trade. They are wanted for
export, but during the past few years
prices have been too high in the Unit
ed States to make exportation profit
able, and consequently but few draft
horses have been exported. The sup
ply is much short of the demand, caus
ing sharp competition, and consequent
ly drafters are bringing good prices on
the open market.
For Corn Ground.
Nitrogen applied in the form of sta
ble manure is especially beneficial as a
dressing for corn ground. If corn is
grown for fodder or for eating and can
ning purposes, the amount of stable
manure or nitrogenous fertilizer applied
may be increased.—A. L. Knisely.
Alfalfa In the West.
One of the principal reasons why al
falfa grows so successfully over ex
tensive regions in the west is thought
to be the greater uniformity of soil
conditions over larger areas than in
many of the eastern and especially At
lantic coast states.

DIARRHOEA MIXTURE

» CULBERT’S DRUG STORE, 1

M â le and Granite Works,

